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Our Mission

The School will encourage each girl to

provides the highest quality education

strive to achieve her full potential in life.

Camberwell Girls Grammar School
from Pre-Prep to Year 12 in a caring,
Christian environment.

Our Vision

Camberwell Girls Grammar School will
be internationally renowned as one of
Australia’s most dynamic and innovative
girls’ schools, acclaimed for its commitment
to academic excellence, its caring ethos
and its community spirit. A Camberwell
education will foster a love of learning
and build strong foundations for life
to equip each girl with personal values,
knowledge and skills for tomorrow’s world.

navigate change with confidence and

Introduction

It will promote: participation, teamwork,
a sense of community, service, initiative,
independence, leadership, problem solving,
effective communication and creativity.

Our Values

Our School is a Christian School in the
Anglican tradition that warmly welcomes
students of all cultures. As a caring
community we value integrity, commitment
and respect.
We educate our girls to seek wisdom
through intellectual inquiry and spiritual
growth, so that each of them may lead
meaningful, worthwhile lives.

It is very exciting to know that CGGS is in a

Solution Finding, Information Processing,

showcasing to the community the

position to be a world leader. This project

Collaboration/Teamwork, Creativity and

adds another innovative and relevant

Communication using various media.

achievement, innovation and growth. We

dimension to our academic programs.

The Year In Review is our way of

2013 CGGS school year - a year of

have combined the Year in Review with

The new Sports Field and Sports/Science

Numbers across the Junior School grew in

Academy is a superb addition to the

all sections and an additional Foundation

excellent resources at CGGS. We thank

class was established. During the

the PE staff for their careful planning and

September holidays another room for the

look forward to many years of enjoyment

new 2014, Year 1 class was constructed

using this facility. We also thank the

in one of the large breakout areas in the

Parents’ Association for the substantial

A new Education 3.0 agenda is emerging

Junior School. Staff worked collaboratively

donation towards this project. Over the

on the international scene and CGGS is

to implement the Australian Curriculum and

School’s history the PA has provided funds

in an excellent position to embrace this

perfect the documentation. We thank the

to construct sports facilities and we are

change. Our AARNet connection, ongoing

team leaders Ms Follacchio (Early Learning

most grateful for their donation of $100,000

staff development and state of the art

Team Leader), Ms Giles (Foundation – Year

to make this latest development possible –

facilities are all part of a long term plan.

2 Team Leader), Mr Goodwin (Year 3 – 4

thus continuing a tradition.

CGGS is certainly ready to participate in

Team Leader) and Mr Donohue (Year 5 – 6

shaping the emerging agenda.

Team Leader/Deputy Head).

In July, a visit to the USA provided the

At Senior School, implementation of the

our teachers to provide a world class

opportunity to meet with Cisco personnel

English, History, Mathematics and Science

education. The student and parent

to discuss the full integration of

components of the Australian Curriculum

surveys that were conducted during 2013,

collaborative tools that will enable

commenced smoothly due to thorough

highlighted the satisfaction of the vast

students to work seamlessly in the global

preparation. In addition multidisciplinary

majority of CGGS parents – 96% agreed

environment. From Term 1, 2014 students

CHALLENGE units were trailed in Years

or strongly agreed that their child enjoys

have had access to an extensive suite of

8 and 9. These units, which are required

her education at CGGS. 94% agreed or

technology that introduces them to the skills

under the new curriculum are underpinned

strongly agreed that their child is proud

that are vital to 21st century life and work.

by a model based on 5 core concepts:

to be a Camberwell Grammarian.

our first CamLife Magazine for 2014. As

you read this publication, you will feel the
culture and energy of the School. Part

of that energy can be seen in the level of
innovation that underpins all that we do.
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CGGS
Governance
The School Council is empowered to set

Other Maintenance projects that were

We congratulate the Maintenance Team

One of the Council’s significant tasks for

The vitality of the Social Justice program

completed include:

2013 was to search for and select the

has been one of the defining features

and to position CGGS to be a leader in

– Fit out of two additional classrooms for

under the direction of Mr Rob Gossip on
the completion of these projects.

School’s next Principal. Following an

of Anne’s Principalship and is aligned
with our School ethos, motto and culture.

Chairman’s Report

– Completion of a media / TV studio;
– Installation of video conferencing PODs

extensive search, the Council appointed
Alongside the normal monitoring of our

Mrs Debbie Dunwoody to be the sixth

CGGS girls understand that they receive

Strategic and Business Plans, Council

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

an outstanding education that equips

in the Junior School and the Year 9 and

approved the School’s technology road

Principal. In Mrs Dunwoody, our School

them to participate in building a better

10 Centre;

map for the next 5 year period. Backed

has found a passionate educator with a

community. Initiatives such as the PACE

by the expertise and reliability of Cisco

complete understanding of the Australian

program are directly attributable to this,

equipment, the School crafted an

educational landscape and a deep

and the numbers of young alumnae

innovative technology solution that will

commitment to empowering girls for

working around the globe on social

see CGGS emerge as one of the leading

the boundless opportunities of the

justice initiatives is a source of great
pride for the School community.

the strategic direction of this fine School
the provision of education for girls.

2013 was an extraordinarily busy year for
Council. In addition to the selection of our
new Principal, Council finalised all areas
associated with the current Master Plan,
commenced work on the development of
the next Master Plan and launched a new
technology strategy. The latter, positions
CGGS to be a leading innovator in the
delivery of Next Generation Education.
Council is pleased to have a strong
compliment of members, who represent the
School’s major stakeholder groups, and all
committees continue to work productively
to advance the School’s plans. During
2013 we welcomed current parent, Mr

Foundation and Year 1 at Ormiston;

– Renovation and relocation of the 		
Foundation Office;

– New offices for the Careers and Year 7
Coordinator;

– Removal of trees, installation of shade

players in the delivery of education

21st century. Debbie shares our core

sails in the ELC and fitting of handrails

enabled by technology. The plan has been

mission and our commitment to

in Mountfield;

meticulously designed to integrate with the

academic excellence.

– Alcobond panels and rendering to the
Dorothy Hall Wing;

– Rendering of panels on the 		
Administration block;

– Rendering works to the Jackett Wing;
– Additional security was installed in the
pool area, gym, Senior School

David Kollmorgen, whose past experience

staffroom, Woodstock entry gate, Junior

as Chair of a school board is invaluable.

School car park, Mountfield and the ELC;

The Council benefited from David’s hard
work, wisdom and expertise. Council also
acknowledges the contribution of

– Various curtains, blinds and painting
projects were completed;

– Photographic displays of current and

to a variety of collaborative experiences
such as Webex classroom sessions, the
Show and Share library, high definition
virtual excursions and conversations with
connected classrooms in other regions.
This is a truly exciting future focused venture.
In 2013, the School ran another successful
Art Show and the Foundation launched its
third Annual Giving Appeal. Since 2007,
when new laws were introduced, making

former students were mounted in key

donations to scholarships tax deductable,

ongoing interstate and international

locations and a collection of archival

$389,219.00 has been raised. In addition,

work commitments.

material was installed in Robinson Hall;

substantial donations to the Building Fund

Mr Malcolm Weir who resigned due to

Property Committee members worked

– Planning for the fit out of the archive
room was also finalised.

have helped to ensure completion of the
Masterplan. We thank all of the donors

tirelessly to plan, develop and project

who have supported the vision to provide

manage the construction of two key

opportunities for young women to enjoy the

facilities. These works completed the

very best education in world class facilities.

School Founders

I must take this opportunity to
acknowledge the immense contribution of
Mrs Anne Feehan. Anne has nurtured a
curriculum model that delivers an holistic
education to our girls in which the key
message is about giving back. Under
Anne’s sure leadership, the School has
produced enviable academic results
and developed outstanding educational
facilities, including the international
award winning Junior School, the
Woodstock Building, the Sports Field
development and the recently completed
Fig Tree Café.

Life Governors

Mr Anthony Cant
Mrs Roma Drummond OAM
Dr Anne Goodrich
Mr William Hanscombe
Mr Alan Hawkes
Dr Paul Howard
Dr Irene Irvine

Association, and all who support the

The Revd Gerald Wall

School. Our Business Manager,
Mr Michael Arceri and the Administration
team have also worked with exemplary
commitment to ensure all aspects of the
School’s business operations remain

Mr Anthony Cant
Chairman

The Revd James Schofield

Dr Barbara Fary OAM

parent groups, the Old Grammarians’

congratulate and thank them as well.

Mr George Lawrence

Mr John Crow

In what has been another busy and most

at the forefront of best practice. We

The Revd Hubert Brooksbank

Dr Walter Summons

successful year, Council also thank the

curriculum and CGGS girls will have access

Chairman’s Report

School Council

Mr Anthony Cant (Chair) B COM CA
Ms Chris Swan (Deputy Chair) JD, BA (HONS)
Mr Peter Slifirski (Deputy Chair) FRAIA



Mr Russell Munday (Treasurer) B COM, FCA, F FIN
Members

The Rev Greg Allinson
B ED (MELB), A MUS A, B TH (HONS) (RIDLEY), DIP MIN

Ms Christine Cussen GRAD DIP MKTG
Miss Cara Davey B BUS (MKTG/MGT)
Mr David Kollmorgen B BUS (ACC) CA CFP
Dr Nigel Simpson MA (OXON), D PHIL
Mr Malcolm Weir B SC, B COM (HONS), FIA

transformation of the School. The new
Sport, Field and Amphitheatre give the
Torrington Street boundary a vastly different

CGGS SCHOOL INCOME 2013

appearance and the construction of the
Fig Tree Café provides a contemporary

6%

Tuition Fees

16%

Government Grants

eating facility.

Other Revenue

78%

CGGS SCHOOL EXPENSES 2013
8%

7%

Salaries

5%
11%

Tuition Costs
69%

Maintenance Costs
Depreciation
Other
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Bel nging
Matters
Our Pastoral Care Program aims to

It is incredibly powerful to have students

trust and cooperation between students,

commented that the stronger connections

is supported by the refreshment of

events. We congratulate the student

assemblies, services in the School

Level Coordinators, staff and girls who

foster strong interpersonal relationships,

delivering these messages and many

parents and the School. This Program

lead to increased participation in House

stillness and prayer, through regular

mentors, Mrs Poyser, Mrs Ewan, the Year

Chapel and in St Mark’s Church.

planned and delivered this program.

Assemblies and Chapel
Services

10 - 12 on a fortnightly basis.

One of the student leaders commented,
“I had the fantastic experience of being
a Mentor Leader. I was able to teach
the Year 10 girls a wide variety of skills
in areas such as public speaking,
relaxation, School values, handling VCE
and stepping into leadership - all useful
topics which can be used in school and
beyond. I witnessed the success of
the Mentor Program and have no doubt
it will continue to flourish. It has been
wonderful to communicate with the girls
across a variety of year levels, strengthen
friendships and learn a great deal about
my fellow students.”

Pastoral Care

The Junior School attendance rate of

The Bounce Back Program at Junior School

95.32% and Senior School attendance

develops a strong sense of well-being, and

rate of 96.85% highlights the wonderfully

specific values were chosen each fortnight

positive approach that students have

as a focus for classes and assemblies.

to every aspect of this School.

Assemblies are critical opportunities to
set the tone of the School, reinforce our
ethos and convey our core values. Weekly
assemblies at both campuses were led
by the School Principal.
The Chaplain held fortnightly services in
Mountfield Chapel for the Junior School
students, and as always, the Annual
Blessing of Pets Ceremony was very
popular. Senior School Chapel services
were conducted for Years 7 - 9 and Years

The Friendship Saver Program was also
embedded in Year 5.

Non-attendance is managed through a
combination of period based roll marking,

At Senior School, the new SHINE Program

SMS and direct phone contact with parents

was fully implemented and attracted

and guardians. As an Anglican School,

considerable attention, particularly for

we warmly welcome students of all

its mentoring component. The program

cultures and are proud to report that

highlighted the ‘Attributes of a Camberwell

our student population comprises of

Girl’ and focused on 4 key areas:

girls of 28 different nationalities.

Academic Persistence, Service/Citizenship,



Participation and Leadership.
Years 11 and 12 were grouped in Houses
rather than forms and the Years 11 and
12 students planned and ran mentoring
sessions with younger House members
on topics such as: goal setting, time
management, internet safety, confidence,
resilience, friendship and participation.
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Contributing
Citizens
We are particularly proud to see so many
of our students embracing the ideal of
helping others and contributing in a

range of practical and thoughtful ways
to community programs in Australia
and overseas.

Junior School

The Ormiston Student Council encouraged
their peers to think about how the School
can support others. Ultimately, we aim to
develop deep values and compassionate
hearts within the children and prepare
them for the Senior School’s Social Justice
Program. Substantial funds were raised
for: Jump Rope For Heart ($632), the
Indigenous Literacy Foundation ($297),
the Cancer Council ($329), Cure for Life
Foundation ($343 - in memory of Aaron
Brake), the RSPCA ($245), the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation ($525)
and a World Vision Sponsorship ($474).
In addition, Ormiston families generously

Senior School

In September, the PACE group completed

Social Justice leaders Nicola Chadwick,

Duke of Edinburgh Award

FROGGIES

Participation in the Duke of Edinburgh

The FROGGIES group lead by Katherine

Social Justice

another building project in Thailand. It
is significant that fundraising prior to the

Award continued to increase, with 54

Xu and Laverne Tiong ran assemblies

Jasleen Wahlia, Leni Schiller and Marina

trip, not only paid for the building project,

Bronze, 17 Silver and 9 Gold Awardees

to raise awareness about environmental

it met the costs for 3 young Burmese

in 2013. In a new venture, students

issues, coordinated recycling activities,

refugees to attend university in 2014. We

participating in the Silver or Bronze Awards

produced awareness signage, ran

are immensely thankful that these girls

were able to fulfil the service component by

the Annual Cold Day and organised

assisted in a tangible way, creating hope

volunteering in the School Canteen. The 18

fundraising to support many organisations.

and change for others who dream about

girls involved, provided valuable, prompt

Over $1500 was raised and supported the

a better future. We congratulate Mr

and professional service and we thank

Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund, Zoos Victoria,

Bennett and the Social Justice Leaders for

the Parents’ Auxiliary for supporting this

Wildlife Victoria’s rescue service and

coordinating activities that are contributing

initiative. The Duke of Edinburgh program

PAWZ. Another Leadbeatter possum box

to make a real difference in the world.

was once again coordinated by Mr Barnett

was also purchased and a herb garden

and we thank him for motivating the girls

was established in the Woodstock Building

to participate.

courtyard. An inter-school environment

Yu involved the School in a broad range
of activities. These included: pancake
making on Shrove Tuesday to raise funds
for flood and bushfire appeals; Social
Justice Week which took the theme of
‘mindfulness’; the annual netball match
against Camberwell Grammar School and
the Winter Sleep Out. Additionally, food
and ‘Thank You Water’ was sold at School
and House events throughout the year to
raise money for the 2013 PACE project. Mr
Bennett coordinated lunchtime sausage
sizzles to support the Oxfam Philippines’
Typhoon Appeal and the 2014 PACE
project. Assembly speakers also explained
the work of Anglicare Overseas Aid, the
Salvation Army, Thank You Water, the
Seven Women Project and World Vision.

meeting in August led to the formation of
MESI (Melbourne Environmental School
Initiative). With representatives from 8
other local schools, MESI will organise joint
activities. We congratulate Mrs Anderson,
Mrs Broadbridge and the FROGGIES on
another outstanding year.

supported Anglicare’s Winter Warmth and
Christmas Gift Giving Appeals.
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PACE Funds University
Dreams of Refugees
In addition to travelling to Thailand

They are the first students to go to university

“Interacting with the students, inspired the

“These students will have the skills

from the Koung Jor Shan camp (hopefully

PACE team to make this contribution as

necessary to hold a job and earn sufficient

above and beyond with their fundraising

not the last).

we could see the dramatic impact that it

funds to establish a better future for

would have, not only on the students but for

themselves. Also, I can picture them being

money to enable 3 young Burmese

Year 11 student Melissa Medici explains

the whole community. We were inspired to

considered as equals; not discriminated

that adults from the refugee camp do not

give the same opportunities that we have,

against based on where they were born.

study at university.

earn a large amount of money from their

to people that are less fortunate but highly

I hope that Kham Ing Sor-nah, NorHsang

jobs, which are mainly in farming

deserving,” Melissa confirmed.

Pha and Aungmint Lung-joy will complete

Kham Ing Sor-nah, NorHsang Pha and

and weaving.

last year, the 2013 PACE group went

efforts, phenomenally raising enough
refugees to fulfil a dream of further

Aungmint Lung-joy all live at the Koung

their tertiary education and utilise these
Nineteen year-old Kham Ing Sor-nah, has

skills in real life situations. I hope they will

Jor Shan Refugee Camp in Northern

“The money that is earned is dedicated

already made contact with CGGS to report

be more confident in themselves to achieve

Thailand. Each had the desire to complete

to food, supplies for shelter, religion and

that her studies at Chiang Mai University

their dreams.”

tertiary education and were all identified as

community donation. This means there is

are going well.

suitable university candidates but were not

little money left for education after primary

in a position to be able to afford to study.

school (which is free). Students tend to

In a recent letter, she says: Thank you

attend school until about the age of 12,

Camberwell for your kind support. Luckily
I have a chance to go to University. I am
going to study to be a teacher. Thanks a
lot for helping to change my life.

During last year’s trip to Thailand, CGGS

so they leave with limited job opportunities

students visited the refugee camp to

and they’re vulnerable to exploitation and

conduct English classes. Director of the

discrimination,” she said.

 Luckily I have a chance

to go to University. I am
going to study to be a
teacher. Thanks a lot
for helping to change
my life. 

“I also hope they will return to their
community to teach other people their
new skills, leading to development in
the community and providing a sense
of direction towards positive change,”
says Melissa.



village, Sai Leng explained the difficulties
associated with refugees wanting to

The PACE group are thrilled to be able

complete any form of study beyond primary

to provide the funds to enable these

school. As a result, the 2013 PACE group

students to study and are delighted that the

agreed to sponsor the 3 students, as

sponsorship will provide many opportunities

well as provide additional funds for the

and an improved way of life.

purchase of schooling necessities.
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Teaching
& Learning
The hallmark of education at CGGS is an

Foundation - Year 2

Years 1 and 2 began to understand the

In June, Foundation – Year 2 hosted an

Team teaching across Foundation – Year

complexity required for excellent written

Animal Extravaganza. Hours of work went

where staff inspire their girls to embrace

2 is well-aligned with the strengths of staff.

communication as they incorporated

into researching an Australian animal

They plan together with the aim of enriching

adjectives, synonyms and similes in their

(Foundation) and a Sea Creature (Years

a difference in the wider world.

the hearts and minds of their students, at a

writing. The introduction of iPad minis

1 – 2). The material was used to produce

Junior School Classroom &
Specialist Area Highlights

stage when they are beginning their lifelong

created opportunities to use technology in

a written report using an iPad or laptop

learning journey. Ms Giles, Mrs Gibson,

a multitude of ways. One way in which they

and this was accompanied by diagrams,

engaging student learning experience,

challenges and empower them to make

Ms de Quadros and Ms Marshall ensured

were used was to record oral responses to

dioramas, murals and presentations. The

Early Learning

that the children thrived.

questions and this information proved to

1s used 2Publish Plus, while the 2s created

be a powerful means of giving feedback

a Keynote presentation. These were

program was consolidated and renamed

By the beginning of Term 4, the Foundation

to students.

viewed by peers family and friends.

‘Play Learn Discover’. The program

girls’ reading skills were flying. This was

utilised a play based pedagogy to develop

especially noticeable in assemblies, where

questioning skills and nurture learning

they read the words of the hymns and

dispositions. Feedback, which was used

songs. To walk into their rooms and see

as an important learning tool, incorporated

their advanced writing capabilities was

reflection folders and individual portfolios.

a credit to their teachers. Year 5 were

These contained samples of the children’s

given the task of planning and delivering

skill development, conversations,

engaging experiences to develop the

participation and overall progress. They

younger girls’ confidence and they worked

proved to be invaluable for parents, as did

in pairs in a program which they called

the formal transition statements that were

‘Fivedation’. The younger girls

provided for the Foundation teachers. All of

loved every minute.

The EL 3 – Year 2 cross-age enrichment

the EL children were very well-prepared for
the next step and they graduated from the
ELC having learnt to work independently
and in a team, considerate about the
opinions and needs of others and with a
solid grounding for primary school.
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Years 3 - 4

These are years of empowerment,
growth and confidence building and
Mr Goodwin and Mrs Scarff used their
complimentary skills to deliver an
exciting and rich program. Kindness
and respect were strong themes in
the personal development programs.
The children enjoyed the experiential
nature of science lessons and their
maths and literacy skills blossomed.
All of their times tables were learnt
and more complex mathematical
concepts were developed in problem
solving activities. In addition,
literature activities were designed
to strengthen their understanding of
multiple intelligences, they received
their pen licences, learnt the recorder
and travelled to the Yarra Valley for
a camp. The 4s also took on the
responsibility of managing lunchtime
borrowing of sports equipment.
Years 5 - 6

In Year 5, Mrs Buckingham and Mr
Donohue used the architectural
flexibility of Junior School to great
advantage. Discovering that they
enjoy using their complementary
teaching skills to maximise the girls’
learning outcomes, they decided to
permanently open the wall between
the two classrooms. Team teaching,
collaboration and peer observation
were of great benefit as the children
accessed the skills of both teachers
and learnt within a wider group.

14

The theme of leadership permeated
the Year 6 curriculum. Team building
skills were developed at the GRIP
leadership conference and during a 3
day camp. Afterwards, the School’s
video conferencing facilities were
put to good use as the 6s shared
their understandings of leadership
with schools in the USA. At the end
of Term 1, they presented Day of the
Notables in Robinson Hall, where each
girl assumed the role of a renowned
leader who had inspired them. The
6s also made regular and significant
use of iPad minis and laptops to
research and present their deepening
understanding of technology. These
girls are well-prepared to embrace the
new Cisco facilities.
Girls in Years 5 and 6 also responded
enthusiastically to an open invitation
to use the Senior School Library after
school. Over the course of the year
more and more students availed
themselves of this opportunity for
quiet reading and homework. This
was invaluable in their transition
to Senior School. We congratulate
Mrs Buckingham, Mr Donohue, Ms
Hinchliffe and Mrs Wilson.
Art

Art lessons for the older girls were
taken in the Senior School studios.
The Junior School Discovery Centre
provided an inspirational space for
other levels. Mrs Vida also made good
use of Ormiston’s beautiful grounds for
en plein air experiences.

The culmination of 3 terms’ work was
revealed in the Ormiston Art Show,
with every student having a number of
works displayed. This event was truly
a highlight of the year. Parents and
friends were able to view the exhibition
over 3 days and prizes were awarded
for favourite works.
Library

The Library is a busy heart of
the School and 2013 saw the
implementation of new activities and
innovative ventures. Mrs Whiffin
coordinated a series of visits from
renowned authors and illustrators
and the Ormiston staff dramatised a
book - much to the children’s delight.
They chose a humorous story called
The Wong Book. The annual Year 6
authoring project produced another
array of superb publications that were
praised by the adjudicator, Mrs Rowe.
In the weeks that followed these were
read to younger girls.
Developing a love of reading in
every student is a key aim of our
librarians and this is certainly the case
throughout the School. Our statistics
indicate that book borrowing continued
to grow due to the encouragement of
staff and the expectation that reading
every day is part of home learning.
We thank Mrs Whiffin and the Year 6
Library Leaders for their enthusiasm.

Music

Our Ormiston girls performed
with extraordinary joy and their
performances continued to delight
large audiences. Choral and
instrumental concerts showcased
the girls’ personal growth and
commitment. There was wonderful
singing from the choirs - Piccola
Voce, Vivace and Vocal Express.
The string ensembles and orchestra
excelled and the concert band grew
to unprecedented numbers. The late
afternoon concerts in the Chapel also
provided performance opportunities.
We congratulate Ms Khoo and Mr
Mack for their inspiration and our
specialist tutors on a superb year of
music making.
Sport

Co-curricular Sport complemented
the PE program and exciting
initiatives were introduced by Mrs
O’Callaghan. Many girls acquitted
themselves magnificently at zone,
district and state levels. The Year 4
– 6 before school swimming, running
and water polo groups attracted
large numbers, and fitness sessions
for Foundation – Year 6 were taken
by class teachers at the beginning
of the day, before everyone settled
into work. Additionally, the number
participating in the Saturday Netball
competition increased significantly and
we congratulate the Year 4/5 team on
winning the winter grand final.

House Sports Results
COMPETITION
WINNING HOUSE
Athletics

Swimming

Tabloid Sports

Lawrence
Schofield
Schofield

Speech & Drama

Speech and Drama is a very popular
activity and many Foundation – Year
6 students enrolled in lessons to
develop their speaking and listening
skills. Those who participated became
adept at conversation and grew in
confidence and creative expression.
Enrichment Opportunities

CGGS is recognised for its strong
science programs and student interest
is nurtured from the earliest years.
During Science Week, a number
of Ormiston mothers, for whom
science acted as a springboard in
their career, described their work at
assembly and students participated
in the Ormiston Science Quest,
which was themed ‘Sustainability
in the Community’. Students also
enjoyed participating in the National
Recycling Week, organised by Mrs
Gibson, the Mathematical Olympiads
and the Gateways Program. The
Premier’s Reading Challenge was well
supported and Ormiston hosted the
Annual Interschool Chess Competition
for Girls, where 100 students from
surrounding schools competed.
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Senior School
Department Highlights

Outstanding achievements were recorded

Art staff reviewed the Art and Visual

awarded 3rd place in the Boroondara

in writing competitions, public speaking

Art and Design

and debating. Alicia Jiang (Year 12) was

Communication and Design programs

Writers’ Competition and CGGS was

and introduced a number of initiatives
that challenge students while developing
their knowledge, management skills
and analytical appreciation of visual
languages. An outstanding VCE Art and
Design Exhibition showcased the work of
senior students and staff were delighted
with the feedback from the School
community. Seventeen students were
offered a unique opportunity to exhibit,
market and sell their artworks in the Art
in Camberwell Exhibition, and 35 Year 10
Visual Communication and Design students
entered the G20 Summit Commemorative
Stamp Competition. The 10s also assisted
staff to curate the Ormiston Art Exhibition.
This was a wonderful reflection of their
generosity, cooperation and teamwork. We
congratulate Mr Barnett and his creative
team on a brilliant 2013.
English

The new Australian Curriculum provided
opportunities to innovate. Graphic novels
were introduced at junior secondary levels,
iPad tasks were developed for Years 8
and 9 and planning was completed for
the introduction of ebook novels in 2014.
Other highlights for English included a
presentation and workshop by Gabrielle
Williams, a popular writer of Young Adult
fiction; excursions to the Reading Matters
Conference; a viewing of the film, ‘Lincoln’
which provided context for the novel
‘To Kill a Mockingbird’, and the annual
visit of the Bell Shakespeare Actors saw
presentations of ‘Such Sweet Sorrow’
and ‘Macbeth Undone’.

represented ably in the VCAA Plain English
Speaking Award by Ashika Ramamurthy
and Natalie Nguyen (Year 12). Additionally,
the speeches that were delivered by the
Years 7 and 8 participants in the intraschool competition reflected the impressive
potential of younger students to excel in
future years. Our students continued their
enthusiastic participation in the Debating
Association of Victoria’s inter-school
competition. We congratulate Rebecca
Cecil (Year 10) and Pragyata Sharma (Year
9) who were the proud recipients of DAV
Swannie Awards for the Camberwell region
in their respective grades. Swannies are
awarded to the speaker with the highest
average score in their division. We thank
Ms Vernon and the English staff on a
fabulous year.
Geography

Geography teachers continued to explore
their craft. They trialed a range of
formative assessment techniques and
consolidated the use of thinking strategies
such as Connect Extend Challenge, See
Think Wonder, 5Ws, Rally Robins and Timed
Pair Share. They also made good use
of iPads to record data during field trips
to the Melbourne Zoo, Botanic Gardens,
Gunnamatta Beach, Cape Schanck,
Toolangi State Forest, the West Coast, the
Docklands and the Winneke Treatment
Plant at Sugarloaf Reservoir. Units 3 and 4
Geography was offered and this VCE class
enjoyed their program and benefitted from
fieldwork in the Murray-Darling Basin.
There were impressive results in the
Australian Geography Competition.
13% of students achieved a Distinction or
High Distinction with the latter awarded to
Ella Austin, Lydia Baird, Amy Peng, Kate
Sturzaker, Hayley Tang (Year 7), Zoe Sakell,
Jennifer You, Claudia Yuan (Year 8) and
Claire Gay (Year 9). We congratulate Mrs
Anderson and the Geography staff.
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Careers Coordinator Mrs Trish Dolan

interview practice sessions in art, visual

Excellence was achieved in this area as

These departments have embraced the

relocated to a new space adjacent to the

communication and design and medicine.

well. Anita Karanasio (Year 8) was the

changing world of work. Year 10 Business

Library, and reviewed the program and

International students also benefitted

Victorian winner of the National History

48 students were awarded Distinctions

emphasis on scientific method and

Management students completed a small

implemented significant initiatives. A Skills

from the closer links that were forged with

Challenge for her video on ‘The Life And

in the ACER Assessment of Language

investigation of everyday phenomena at

business simulation and participated in

Readiness Day was introduced for Year 9

tertiary institutions. We congratulate Mrs

Times’ of PM John Curtin, Rachel Weerasiri

Competence exam.

Year 7. The 8s were introduced to scientific

the Australian Stock Exchange Challenge,

to help them gain an understanding of the

Dolan on a busy year.

(Year 8) was awarded a Distinction in

where they learnt the mechanics and

‘world of work’ and the 10s participated

strategies of share trading. Units 3/4

in an online vocational assessment

Business Management was an addition to

task and completed individual subject

the VCE Units 3/4 offering of Accounting,

the Australian History Competition and

(Year 9) received High Distinctions and

– In the Assessment of Language

Science

The Australian Curriculum saw an

modelling and developed skills in the

Competence Reading and Listening

collection, analysis and use of data to

History

Honourable Mentions were awarded to

Awards for French, Clea Derozier,

support or disprove an hypothesis. The 9s

CGGS has a long tradition of excellence

Anastasia Aravanis and Rachel Hall (Year

Daphne Derozier, Lucy Goss (Year

focused on collaborative problem solving

selection interviews. They found the annual

in history teaching and Mrs Lemanis’

8). We congratulate the History staff on

9), Cate Campbell, Emma Casalaz,

and a unit on Psychology was incorporated

Economics and Legal Studies and students

Mentoring Breakfast sessions with OGA

department implemented the Australian

another tremendous year.

Charmaine Chan, Annie Ko, Samantha

into the Year 10 program.

acquitted themselves admirably.

members helpful and this preparation was

Curriculum seamlessly. One of the key

supported by a very entertaining seminar

requirements involved the introduction

A number of significant external

on The World of Work – For Today and

of Australian History units at Year 10. A

scholarships and prizes were awarded

Tomorrow, presented by Mr Charles Brass,

in these subjects.

Chairman of the Futures Foundation.

Leng, Melissa Medici, Mai Nguyen,
LOTE

Miyara Perera, Megan Petrie, Sarah

Challenging opportunities beyond the

Fifteen students of French spent the

Phang, Olivia Staaf, MadeleineTse

classroom took two Year 9s to the Victorian

valuable activity involved a Memorial Box

summer vacation in the Lyon and Toulouse

(Year 10), and Rebecca Ong, Carina

Space Science Education Centre for an

from the Australian War Memorial. This

area and explored Paris before returning

Rae, Jessica Zhuang and Jodie Zou

enrichment program and those on the US

The 10s were certainly ready for work

was used to investigate the experiences of

to Melbourne. Jessica Chow (Year 12), the

(Year 11) all received High Distinctions.

Study Tour, explored the Kennedy Space

both received fully sponsored

experience and some completed an

women and children during World War II.

recipient of a SAGSE Scholarship, refined

cadetships with Price Waterhouse

additional week during their holidays.

– Nancy Chen and Karen Pang (Year 12)

Coopers. These cadetships will

her language skills in Germany during the
The US Study Tour was a high point. The

2012/2013 summer break, and Andrea

commence in 2014 alongside their

Transition to tertiary studies is a major

33 students who travelled to Washington

Ko (Year 12), the recipient of the 2013/14

university studies.

priority for Careers’ teachers, and senior

DC, saw original documents such as the

scholarship, visited Germany during the

– Claudia Ho (Year 11) received the CPA

girls and parents attended a Careers Night.

Declaration of Independence, the US

2013/2014 summer break. A group from

Australia Award for Excellence

Academic staff from tertiary institutions

Constitution and the Bill of Rights. They

Shanghai No 3 Girls’ High School visited

in Accounting.

and OGA members spoke about courses

walked the corridors of the Capitol Building,

Melbourne and enjoyed an excursion to

and career options across a wide range

where presidents have processed to their

Healesville Sanctuary as well as classes in
English, History, Sport and Art.

– Judy Moussa (Year 11) was awarded
the Latrobe University School

of disciplines. An Information Evening for

inauguration and they stood on the steps of

Excellence Award for Business 		

Year 12 parents provided reassurance

the Lincoln Memorial, where Martin Luther

Management.

about VTAC applications and tertiary

King delivered his famous ‘I Have a Dream’

There were excellent results in LOTE

selection processes and CGGS and CGS

speech in 1963. This was inspirational.

competitions.

– Vicky Chen (Year 11) received the
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– In Chinese, Kristin Soh and Anshia Tu

Commerce and Careers

Latrobe University Business School

co-hosted a Transition2Tertiary Information

Excellence Award for Accounting

Seminar. Past students of both schools

– In German, Jessica Chow (Year 12)

– In the Alliance française annual poetry

Centre, the Smithsonian Air and Space

competition, Miyara Perera (Year 10)

Museum and participated in the NASA

was placed 3rd out of 1444 competitors.

Space Camp, where they completed

– Students of German were again 		

awarded first place in the German

activities similar to those taken by NASA
astronauts, pilots, engineers and scientists.

Schools’ Film Festival. We congratulate
Georgina Hynson, Joy Shi, Abigail

In the ICAS Science Competition Lucy Goss

Turos, Dixi Yan (Year 10), Jessica Chow,

(Year 9) received a High Distinction and

Nikki Giannopoulos, Marie Ioannou,

Distinctions were awarded to Nikki Hong,

Emma Jenkin, Samantha Salaoutis,

Bonnie Lam, Cindy Liang, Amie Xie and

Melody Wong (Year 11), and Andrea

Sharyn Zhou (Year 9).

Ko, Kathleen Melten, Odette Simpson,
Mandy Su, Kathy Wang and Harmony

Congratulations to Mr Hester and the

Wong (Year 12).

Science teachers.

scored 100% in Certificate 3 of

spoke about the changes, exciting

the ACER Assessment of Language

Thank you to Ms Staddon and our terrific

We congratulate Mrs Carroll and Mr

opportunities and challenges of their

Competence Listening exam and High

Language teachers.

Bennett on an exciting year.

university days. Other initiatives involved

Distinctions were awarded to Melody

the distribution of a weekly eNewsletter,

Wong and Andrea Ko (Year 12).
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Hist ry & Science Combine
on Inaugural USA Tour
prominent scientific destinations. Students

Students maximised their learning during

to the benefits of overseas travel.

explored the Kennedy Space Centre, the

the two-week tour. “There were physical

Students studying a language are

launch site of the Apollo missions to the

challenges such as scuba diving and

advantaged when they travel to a new

moon, and current home of the space

initiative activities and mental challenges

country and utilise their language

shuttle Atlantis. They also journeyed to a

such as acquiring and applying new

skills and immerse themselves in a

space camp in Alabama, where they were

information. Our girls excelled by winning

new culture.

given the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity of

the highest award for a group at Space

undertaking astronaut training and meeting

Camp that week,” said Mrs Lemanis.

Now, CGGS has leveraged the benefits

an astronaut.

Some subjects naturally lend themselves

of overseas travel for students to put their
American history and science lessons

“The program at NASA provided

into context. Mrs Karin Lemanis (Head

challenging problems for the students

of History) and Mr Andrew Hester (Head

to solve collaboratively. These activities

of Science) saw an opportunity for this to

simulate the sort of teamwork and solution

occur - the catalyst for CGGS’s inaugural

finding that they will encounter in later

two-week USA Science and History Tour,

study and working life.”

which took place in late 2013.
“It was impressive to see the girls work
“We both identified aspects of our subjects

well in meeting the challenges of simulated

which could be best brought to life through

missions, acquiring new skills and

a visit to the USA, and we wanted to

assimilating large amounts of new and

further complement our overseas learning

unfamiliar information,” Mr Hester says.

opportunities for those students with
an interest in science and history,” Mrs

The students gained contextual learning,

Lemanis confirms.

yet they gained the benefits of subliminal
lessons in citizenship too, as Mr Hester

With this in mind, a group of over 30 Years

explains: “The tour provided our students

9, 10 and 11 students embarked on a

with a different opportunity to further their

journey of a lifetime...

global citizenship through understanding
another culture – one which is familiar

The tour was designed to provide students

yet nonetheless different in its nuances.

with a diverse array of historical contexts.

Having the opportunity to experience and

There’s no better way for our girls to

see famous sites and to talk to experts

understand their learning in American

allowed the girls to immerse themselves in

history than to explore the sites of

a way they wouldn’t be able to in Australia.

Washington DC and walk in the footsteps

This tour showed how innovation can be

of past presidents, civil rights leaders

achieved through confidence, courage

and activists and other notable

and persistence.”

American figures.
“Visiting Washington DC was a must as
it played a pivotal role in the struggle for
freedom and equality. Some of the most
prominent historical destinations included
the National Archives, the US Capitol and
the Lincoln Memorial,” says Mrs Lemanis.
Authentic learning opportunities occurred
when the tour travelled to some of the most

20

“The students were well-prepared each
day. They took the opportunity to make
friends across year levels and supported
each other well. They immersed
themselves into every experience, to the
point where it was impossible to tell ‘history’
students from the ‘science’ students.”

The tour was beneficial for the 3 teachers
in attendance too. “We were provided with
the opportunity to visit sites of significance
to our disciplines, and used the first-hand
experience to enhance our teaching. It
gave us the ability to provide real depth
and meaning to teaching our students, as
well as building rapport and allowing both
teachers and students to see qualities not
always apparent in the classroom,” says
Mr Hester.
“We were also on the lookout for activities
that could further enhance the experience.
We are now aware of a new Smithsonian
Museum and the National Museum of
African American History and Culture which

the National
 Visiting
Archives and viewing

The Declaration Of
Independence and The
American Constitution
provided a moment of true
understanding about how
important these documents
were to the history of both
America and this planet. 
– Rebecca Cecil

is due to open in 2015; perfectly timed for
our next tour!” reports Mrs Lemanis.



Kennedy Space
 The
Centre was unbelievably

inspirational. To see all
the rockets standing so
tall and strong, and to
have lunch with, and talk
to, an actual astronaut
was incredible. It is
something I will never
forget and it motivated
me to achieve my goals,
both academic and
personal. 
– Emma Hallyburton
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Educating Tomorrow’s
Woman Today ...
The CGGS Next Generation
Learning Program

At the recent Year 7 Discovery Evening and

lives and with this in mind, CGGS has

television studio to develop and interactive

will make the School a world leader

in Robinson Hall. You can imagine the

the Open Day and Family Fair, our students

Technology infuses every part of our

were wonderful virtual hosts. They used the

embarked on a major initiative which

session with audiences who were located

in the delivery of education enabled

surprise when they identified individuals

by technology.

who were part of the audience.

Students and staff now have access to an

This technology is all part of the new

extensive suite of innovative applications
which are taking K to 12 education to the

education 3.0 agenda that is revolutionising
the way we teach and learn. CGGS

next level.

students will most definitely be prepared for

This year, it is highly likely that your dinner

world beyond school.

global citizenship and participation in the



conversations may be dominated with talk
about video conferencing, global classroom
collaborations, virtual excursions, online
homework groups, a Show and Share
revision session, or a bio-mechanical
analysis of various sporting techniques.
Already, students have made use of the
new technology in the Sports/Science
Academy to improve batting and striking
techniques in softball and cricket; spoken
to an archaeologist based in Canberra
via video conference; travelled virtually to
central australia to learn about Mungo man
and Mungo woman - the first know humans
in Australia; and questioned a scientist
who is trying to identify the disease that is
decimating the Tasmanian Devil numbers.
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Academic
Excellence

YEAR 12

Price Waterhouse Cooper Cadetship

The ADF Long Tan Leadership Award

–

–

prepare our graduates as motivated,

–

distinguished themselves throughout

Monash Scholar - Year 11 2014

Anita Karanasio

–

excellence awards and a number

received prestigious awards. Recipients

–

Award, University of Melbourne

Pragyata Sharma

are as follows.

German Government’s Outstanding

VCAA Awards – Class of 2012

–

Premier’s Prize, VCE Psychology

Achievement in German Award

–

Rebecca Rice Lacey

Cate Vesely

–

Kathy Wang

–

Rebecca Cecil

Other Prestigious
Awards - 2013

Monash Scholar - Year 11 2014
–

YEAR 8

Licentiate Diploma in Music (Pianoforte),
Australia (LMusA)
–

Elise Mackay

Monash Scholar - Year 11 2014
–

Melissa Medici

Latrobe University Vice Chancellor’s
Excellence Scholarship

Latrobe University Hallmark Program
Scholarship
Hannah Fethers

Boroondara Literary Award

Vicky Chen

Judy Moussa

University of Melbourne
–

Alicia Jiang

Andrea Ko

Pierre de Coubertin Award

for Excellence

–

–

–

–

Vicky Zhang

Achievement in German Award

Scholarship

–

–

–

–

Alicia Jiang and Vicky Zhang

The following students achieved
ATAR scores above 97
–

Milly Bishop, Nancy Chen, Michelle
Chessari, Jessica Chow, Brittany
Craig, Chengcheng Ding, Sharon

Ho, Yiwen Huang, Janny Huangfu,

–

Kimberley Adkins

Helen Jiang, Yifan Jiang, Sarah Khan,

–

Alicia Jiang

Haitong Luan, Alana Martini, Jessica

Rachel Leong

Polites, Ashika Ramamurthy, Laura

Jessica McLennan

Kathy Wang, Jennifer Zhang,

–
–

Jessica Chow

Andrea Ko, Ruth Lai, Rachel Leong,

Ruth Lai

Maung, Natalie Nguyen, Denise

Alexandra McLennan

Anne Spry, Meidan Su, Jasleen Walia,

Sarah Moss

Jing Zhang

Cara Schelleman

Jessica Maung

NAPLAN Results

Boroondara Citizenship Award (Finalist)

Frances Lu

Chengcheng Ding

Otto Yuncken Award (4th Highest Score)

Awarded to Year 12 students who
have participated widely, displayed
citizenship and shown outstanding
leadership and service to the School,
this is the highest award bestowed
on a graduate. The recipients for
2013 are:

–

Monash University Women in Engineering

Ruth Lai

RM Westcott Award (3rd Highest Score)

School Colours

–

Ruth Lai

Milly Bishop

GD Lawrence Award (2nd Highest Score)

–

–

German Government’s Outstanding
Melody Wong

Sophie Sohn

Access Melbourne Scholarship

–

Monash University Scholarship

Jessica Thompson

–

–

SAGSE Scholarship
–

–

ChengCheng Ding

Excellence Award for Accounting

–

Megan Liew

–

The Residential Scholarship

Award for Business Management

Award, University of Melbourne

Nancy Chen

Melbourne National Equity Scholarship

–

Latrobe University School Excellence

Holly Goad

Milly Bishop

Price Waterhouse Cooper Cadetship
–

Louisa Taylor Award for Dux of School

Department of Education International
Students Academic Excellence Award

YEAR 11

–

The Kwong Lee Dow Young Scholar’s
–

Madeleine Tse

Latrobe University Business School

The ADF Long Tan Leadership Award

Premier’s Prize, Chinese (2nd Language)

Megan Petrie

The University of Sydney Award

DAV Swannie Award for Debating

Australian Student Prize

–

–

YEAR 10

Louise Rait

Julia Petousis

The Kwong Lee Dow Young Scholar’s

DAV Swannie Award for Debating

2013. Many achieved academic

–

Achievement in German Award

State Winner

leaders, our students once again

–

German Government’s Outstanding

National History Challenge Victorian

enterprising and successful future

Academic Excellence Award

Scholarship

YEAR 9

The VCE results for 2013 maintained
the outstanding tradition of excellence.

Melbourne Partnership International

University of Melbourne National
–

Inspired by our core commitment to

Kimberly Adkins

VCE Results

Karen Pang

NAPLAN results were again first rate.

Sarah Moss

Please Note: At the time of print, we have recorded all Scholarships and Awards that the School
is aware of. We do look forward to hearing of any other awards throughout the year.

ATAR SCORES 2013

TERTIARY DESTINATIONS
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421
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Presentation Evening Awards

YEAR 9

YEAR 11

JUNIOR SCHOOL

Academic Excellence
–

Academic Excellence

Majorie Shaw Prize for
General Excellence
–

–

Mikaela Banitsiotis

–

Stephanie Lysikatos

Citizenship
–

–

Lydia Baird, Alanna Chew Lee,

Nina D’Souza, Amy Peng, Emma

Sanders, Hayley Tang, Alyssa Teoh,
Chloe Wu
Citizenship
–

Ella Austin, Fearn Corney, Molly

Janelle Shen

–

Jacqueline Gu, Frances Lu, Kieran

Medici, Mia Sieber, Grace Yi, Jennifer
You, Jessica You

Citizenship
–

Rachel Hall, Stephanie Harker, 		

Meagan Kollmorgen, Frances Lu,
Kieran Medici, Amy Zhou

Nakos, Crystal Nguyen, Rebecca Ong,

–

Ho, Lydia Horman, Jean Luo, Octavia

–

Iman Balla, Demitra Dadalias, 		

Rebecca Ong, Emily Tang, Melody
Wong, Jodie Zou

Prize for Excellence in Chinese Units 3

Roma W Drummond Drama Award

and 4 (1st Language)

–

–

Emily Bennett

YEAR 10
–

YEAR 12

Lady Ramsay Prize for Physics
–

Chengcheng Ding

Prize for Excellence in Visual
Communication Design
–

Hannah Fethers

University Enhancement Studies Prize
Prize for Excellence in Mathematics
–

Alicia Jiang

Leng, Melissa Medici, Mai Nguyen,

Caltex Best All Rounder Award

Interfaith and Social Justice Values

Petrie, Madeleine Tse, Jessica Zhang

Prize for Service to Leadership in Sport

Citizenship

Prize for Excellence in Geography
–

Kimberly Adkins

Rebecca Cecil, Hollie Goad, Annie

Elizabeth Locke Memorial Prize for

Medici, Julia Petousis

–

Ko, Annabelle Lee, Joyce Li, Melissa

Chemistry
Milly Bishop

Ken Hands Award for Sportsmanship
–

Hannah Brown

NAB Prize for Excellence in Accounting
–

Nancy Chen

Barbara Russell Prize for Contribution
to and Excellence in Music

Prize for Excellence in German
–

26

Brittany Craig

Subject and Special Awards

Guang Feng, Annie Ko, Samantha

Miyara Perera, Julia Petousis, Megan

–

Grace Yang

Education

Clarke Goldblatt Family Prize for

Academic Excellence

Minami Sakaida, Kate Sturzaker

Academic Excellence

Shirley Ding, Tiarnie Ellingworth, Lucy

Prize for Excellence in Physical

Citizenship

Goss, Janet Liu, Rebecca Pizzey,

Ewens, Angela Liu, Charlie Quarrell,

YEAR 8

Emily Bennett, Claudia Dang-Nguyen,

Prize for Excellence in History

Jennifer Chow, Maggie Du, Claudia

Carina Rae, Leni Schiller Ampt

Angela Yuan

YEAR 7
Academic Excellence

Emma-Jane Gust, Jessica Hinh, Cindy

–

Jiang, Olivia Lawrie, Amy Ma,

Hannah Moran

Elizabeth Lockley Citizenship Prize

Claudia Dang-Nguyen, Lucy Goss,

Prize for Excellence in Literature

Jessica Chow

Commitment to the Promotion of
–

Myra Kazi

Barbara F Sutton Prize for Excellent
Service to the School in Music
–

Grace Lungaard

Prize for Excellence in Business
Management
–

Alana Martini

Prize for Excellence in Biology
–

Natalie Nguyen

Prize for Excellence in French
–

Denise Polites

Prize for Excellence in Human
Development
–

Matilda Price

Prize for Excellence in Economics
–

Kailun Shi

Life Governors’ Award for Citizenship

Prize for Excellence in Legal Studies

and Service to the School

Second Language

Excellence in Music

Prize for Excellence in Chinese as a
–

Sarah Khan

Margaret Schofield Prize for Contribution
to and Leadership in Music
–

Andrea Ko

Prize for Excellence in English
–

Janice Lai

Prize for Excellence in Psychology
–

Rachel Leong

Russell Clark Prize for Commitment and
–

Sophie Sohn

Peggy Laidlaw Award for an Outstanding
Contribution to Drama
–

Darcy Verbi

Prize for Outstanding Endeavour in Art
–

Trudi Woodhouse

J-M Symons Prize for Excellence in
Mathematics

Prize for Excellence in English as a
Second Language
–

Vicky Zhang
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Beyond the
Classroom
To be prepared for life beyond school,

The new format for House Dance and

between study and activities beyond

saw girls from Years 7 – 12 participate

participate in co-curricular activities are

publicity/promotion managers and

students need to find a balance

Drama was staged over 2 evenings and

the classroom. The opportunities to

as actors, dancers, technical operators,

endless, and as always, they proved a

backstage crew.

highlight of the year.

Drama & Dance

The inclusive nature of this event facilitated
many new cross age friendships. We

A cast and crew of over 70 senior students

congratulate all of the girls on their

presented an entertaining performance

amazing achievements and thank them for

of ‘For the Love of Three Oranges’,

bringing their passion for the performing

expertly directed by Ms Washington. This

arts to the forefront with 2 evenings of

Commedia Dell ' Arte style play with many

excellent entertainment.

contemporary references, showcased
acrobatics, dance, singing, juggling,
gymnastics and acting. Stagecraft areas
such as publicity, costume, hair, make-up
and props were all designed by the Year
11 Theatre Studies class, and students
helped with the technical elements of sound
and lighting. An outstanding staff team
supported this production, including Ms
Carr (Stage Manager), Mr Perkins (Lighting
and Technical Manager), Mrs Badoer
(Choreography), Ms Packham (Costumes),
Mr Barnett (Set Design) and the CGGS
Maintenance Team (Set Construction).
The Units 3 – 4 Theatre Studies cohort
explored the universal and timeless
nature of storytelling in an outstanding
production of ‘Metamorphoses’. The
Middle School Production cast and crew
embarked on an ambitious project that

Drama Results

Winning House: Schofield

Best Overall Production: Schofield,
directed by Olivia Staaf

Most Cohesive Ensemble: Lawrence,
directed by Miki Wada

Best Actor in a Leading Role: Grace
Lundgaard, Singleton

Best Actor in a Supporting Role: Julie
Petousis, Schofield
Dance Results

Winning House: Lawrence

Best Solo/Duo/Trio Category: Vanessa
Cheang and Olivia Lawrie, Taylor

Best Ensemble Award: Sarah-Rose Novak
and Michelle Senior, Lawrence

Best Technical Assistants: Cara

Schelleman and Rebecca Ong, Taylor.

created a unique devised performance
piece. Ninety-five students worked in
groups to develop narrative ideas based
on stimuli and explored theatrical design
possibilities. Entitled ‘Full Circle’, the
final devised piece comprised interwoven
narratives and featured dance, clowning,
shadow puppetry and drama. While the
rehearsal process was lengthy, complex
and challenging, it created marvellous
opportunities for students to learn new skills
and think creatively. We congratulate Ms
Carr on an impressive production.
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Music

Shen and Claudia Yuan receive 3rd prize

for finals. The Senior A and Intermediate

in the 21 Years and Under Senior Ensemble

A teams were runners up. CGGS had its

Night that used a ‘Colourful Carnivale’

section. Internationally renowned flautist

first A grade zone win in Netball and the

and teacher Jane Rutter, presented a

Intermediate Netballers represented CGGS

master class and concert during Open

at the Victorian Schools’ Championships

Week. Then, at the Australian Percussion

and put in a dominant display in a

Eisteddfod in Sydney, CGGS musicians

triangular series with Bialik College and

performed before large audiences, with

Beaconsfield High School (UK). Netball

began rehearsals for House Music.

CGGS being the top Victorian entrant in

teams also excelled in the Boroondara

This camp was undoubtedly a catalyst for

a number of sections. We particularly

competition. The Years 4/5, Year 8 and

congratulate the intermediate ensemble

Year 9 teams were premiers in the winter

and Mr Duniam.

competition and the Year 10 and Year 11

The year began with a marvellous Cabaret
theme. With the year of music making
launched successfully, our musicians
attended music camp to prepare for the
remainder of 2013. Over 100 students and
8 staff devised an extensive repertoire and

instrumental performances at: Founders’
Day, the Induction and Leavers’ Services,
the Junior and Senior School Art Show

Due to the reconstruction of the oval, the

teams finished runners up.

annual Carols at Camberwell moved to

The GSV Athletics Finals Evening produced

the grounds of Ormiston. The School

a number of stunning results: Caroline

community gathered to hear the Christmas

Gray (1st Javelin), Iman Balla (1st Long

story and enjoyed a relaxed evening of

Jump and 3rd 100m), Georgia Bennett (2nd

carol singing accompanied by the Years

Hurdles), Melissa Poulton (3rd 800m), Iman

6 -12 Carols’ Orchestra. Guest artist

Balla, Georgia Bennett, Jessica Thompson

orchestra at the Annual Concert.

Peter Combe was joined by Choirs from

and Laverne Tiong (3rd 4 x 100m relay).

There were also beautiful performances by

Auburn Primary Schools and the CGGS

openings, the Volunteer and Donor
Thank You Evening, the Chamber Music
Concert, a Guitar ‘Afternoon Delight’,
VCE recitals, Orientation Day and both
Presentation Evenings. The high point was
the performance of 130 students in the

the Senior Chorale group and the Preston
Singers, particularly at the St Mark’s
Centenary Service, the St George’s Day
Service and the Anglican Schools’ Service
at St Paul’s Cathedral. We congratulate
Mrs Georgiev on these outstanding
performances.
Tours, eisteddfods and master classes
provided enrichment. The Senior String
Orchestra and members of the CGS Senior
String Ensemble, completed a workshop
and rehearsal session under Mr Stephen
Chin and performed magnificently in the
Brisbane String Festival under the direction
of Mr Mack and Mr Wakely. The Waverley
Eisteddfod saw the String Quintet of Lauren
Chiu, Jess Hinh, Frances Lu, Katherine

Ormiston, Mont Albert, Surrey Hills and
Middle School Choir and Preston Singers.
This evening, and the School Carol Service
at St Mark’s Church, completed a superb
year for the Music Department. We
congratulate Mrs Meachem and all of our
brilliant Music staff.
House Music Results

Winning House: Taylor

Choice Trophy: Schofield and Lawrence

Sport and PE

Fifteen teams played in GSV premierships,
with 3 championship teams - Senior A
Basketball, Senior A Cricket and Junior

The Annual Sports Awards Evening
celebrated an excellent year of sport.
During the evening, Jessica Thompson
(Year 11) received the Pierre de Coubertin
Award, which recognises academic
excellence, sporting prowess and the
Olympic values.
We congratulate Mr Davies, Ms Woolcock
and all of the staff and student coaches on
their outstanding level of commitment and
passion for the CGGS sporting program.
Sport & PE Results

Cross Country: Lawrence and Singleton

Athletics: Taylor

B Badminton. Badminton teams were

Swimming: Schofield

particularly successful with 5 of the 8



teams winning their zone and qualifying

 The opportunities to

participate in co-curricular
activities are endless, and
as always, they proved a
highlight of the year. 
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High Tech,
High Flyers ...
Students can now analyse sporting

“We are using technology to deliver

dimensions at CGGS thanks to the

performance in intricate detail for Science

exceptional opportunities. Our students

leading edge technology employed in the

and Physical Education using GPS, speed

need to be part of this next generation

School’s new Sports Field and Sports/

radar, automated pitching equipment and

in learning. We are on the cusp of a

Science Academy that was officially

state of the art visual networking facilities

revolution driven by technology and as

opened in February by the Honorable

enabled by a new Cisco connected

educators we have to think about how the

Josh Frydenberg.

learning system. Monitoring, recording

world is changing, so that we can give our

and tracking of student performance will

students the best preparation for success.”

The project was the final piece of

be directly networked and uploaded to the

the School’s current Master Plan and

School’s server for instant review.

Sport and Science have gained new

“The Sports/Science facilities will benefit
students by providing video analysis

incorporates a professional 100-metre
running track constructed in the material

Head of PE, Ms Kath Woolcock, says

for performance review and a variety of

used at the London Olympics; Plexipave

the new development offers students

spaces that will enable more classes and

tennis, netball and basketball courts

outstanding opportunities, not only helping

teams to train at the same time. It also

with spectator seating; natural grass

them develop individual performance in a

supports the School’s growing Saturday

for athletics field events and an outdoor

wide range of sports but also providing a

Netball program.”

amphitheatre for up 250 people. The

practical Science laboratory.

Senior School’s Torrington Street entrance

The 3000-square-metre natural grass

has also been enhanced with a natural

sports field is irrigated by an underground

bluestone water feature and spotted

200,000-litre water tank and uses a rain

gum timberwork.

detection system to conserve water.



 We are on the cusp of a revolution driven

by technology and as educators we have
to think about how the world is changing,
so that we can give our students the best
preparation for success. 
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WEEK

2014 Term One
In Action...

1

WEEK

2

WEEK

3

WEEK

4

WEEK

WEEK

WEEK

5

6

7

WEEK

8

WEEK

9
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Building & Maintaining
Strong Connections
We must also thank these groups for

The Old Grammarians’ Association held a

of family is a critical aspect of success

providing much needed support at a

number of themed reunions throughout the

in each child’s education. When

number of School organised events

year and it was a delight to witness former

parents become involved in the CGGS

including: CamArt, House competitions

students from the classes of 1963, 1973,

community, children experience a

and Carols at Camberwell to name a few.

1978, 1983, 1988, 1993, 1998, 2003, 2008

stronger connection to School, this also

Many parents also volunteered their time

and 2012 reunite once again at CGGS.

leads to students wanting to remain

in the Tuckshops.

Research indicates that engagement

connected to CGGS once their school

The release of the first edition of

A Parent Support Group for international

CamWomen, an electronic newsletter

mothers, which aimed at improving their

especially for former students was a

The Foundataion supported our Parent

English was established and very well

highlight for the OGA. CamWomen was

Groups to organise social and fundraising

received. The CamAssist initiative was also

very well received and serves as another

activities throughout the year, and we

rolled out and thoughtfully provided care to

way to enable our old girls to remain

are indebted to our parents who give so

CGGS families in need of support.

connected to not only each other, but

days are over.

generously of their time and energy to serve
as members of the Parents’ Association,
Parents’ Auxiliary, Class Representatives
and Friends’ of Sport groups.

We would like to publicly thank all parents

also the School.



who gave of their time, and especially
wish to thank members of our Parent
Groups for constantly supporting the

The dedication of these groups saw the

School and making valuable donations

following events take place in 2013: Parent

towards activities, projects and facilities.

Welcome Drinks, Twilight Picnic, Father

To the committee chairs, Mr John Downes

Daughter Weekend, Mother’s Day Fashion

(Parents’ Association), Mrs Christina Chia

Show, Father’s Day Breakfasts, Junior

(Parents’ Auxiliary), Mrs Joanne Ellingworth

School Disco, over 20 parent morning teas,

(Friends’ of Sport), Mrs Rena Chew (Junior

and the Book Exchange.

School Class Reps) and Mrs Zarny Knorr
(Senior School Class Reps), we thank you
for going above and beyond.
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Message from the
Foundati n Chair
During the Annual Parents’ Association

spaces. The new facility will incorporate

excited to officially open our new

School has invested in for our students,

was fantastic to see so many parents

to enhance the Next Generation Learning

balmy weather and socialising

Annual Appeal will support this exciting

Welcome Drinks in February, we were
Parents’ & Friends Sports Field. It

and provide another cornerstone location

in attendance, enjoying the beautiful

Program. Funds raised from the 2014

with friends.

new initiative, as well as continuing to

The Sports Field came alive, with t-ball,
tennis and the staff verse student netball
match the highlights. After years of
planning, and months of building, it is
wonderful to see our staff and students
enjoying these new facilities which have
been supported by the fundraising efforts
of our community.
Our busy building program was on show
again at the Family Fair and Open Day
where the new Fig Tree Café was officially
opened by our dear friend and Life
Governor, Mrs Roma Drummond OAM.
Held in March, this event was a fantastic
success, seeing a large audience of not
only current and prospective families but
also many old grammarians who were
in attendance at the Old Grammarians
Afternoon Tea.
Our attention now turns to the exciting
new development of the Next Generation
Learning Centre, a place where students
will enjoy new classroom layouts spilling
onto breakout and purpose designed open
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the 21st century technology that the

Foundation
News...
Investing in Tomorrow’s
Woman

Prizes and Endowments – There are

can become actively involved in the

Support of a prize or endowment will see

There are many ways in which you

to become involved in this program.

Foundation initiatives.

you recognised as a named sponsor for

Building Fund – A donation to the Building

Presentation Evening.

Fund will see our first class facilities

support our ongoing scholarship program.

continue to grow and support the needs of

Support of the 2014 Annual Appeal

Previous donations to the Building Fund

will also give you the opportunity to be
involved in the creation of a very special
piece of artwork that will be unveiled at
CamART in November. This will provide the
setting to highlight your contributions and
demonstrate the wonderful philanthropic
efforts of our community.
The Foundation is continuing to work hard
on a range of giving initiatives that allow
our community to become actively involved
in the life of the School. Please call us if
you have any thoughts or feedback, or
if you would like to hear more about the

our students both now and into the future.
have enabled us to develop state of the art
facilities such as our new Junior Campus,
the Woodstock Building, the Parents’ &
Friends’ Sports Field and the Fig Tree Café.
Purchase a Brick or Paver – Support our

Building Fund and have your name etched
in the foundations of CGGS history by

who have recognised CGGS in their will.
Proudly leading this group is Val Dyke,
who benefited from a well-rounded
education at CGGS and wishes to
provide an opportunity for other
students do the same.
For information on how you can
become involved in any of these

Phone: +61 3 9811 8518

Scholarship fund helps to enable young
women to benefit from a full education at
CGGS. Scholarship funds currently include

Ormiston Scholarship Fund and the Merle

Mr Anthony Cant
Chairman

established group of very special people

Scholarships – A donation to our

We look forward to an exciting year.



Bequests – The Fig Tree Circle is an

purchasing a personalised brick or paver.

the Barbara Sutton Scholarship Fund,

Tomorrow’s Woman.’

one of our end of year awards given at

opportunities please contact the:

initiatives of the Foundation.

Together, ‘We are Investing in

some exciting opportunities available

the Dorothy Hall Scholarship Fund, the
Bockholt Scholarship Fund.

Foundation Office

Email: foundation@camgirls.vic.edu.au

Foundations for Life

“If you work hard, you can achieve
well. And, that’s what it taught me.”
Vivienne’s education at Camberwell Girls
Grammar School engaged her to work
hard in order to achieve her goals and she
discovered the rewards of this work ethic
upon receiving an Academic Scholarship
at a time of transition. “It was a valuable
opportunity. It allowed me to recognise
opportunities available to me.”
Being awarded with an Academic
Scholarship in Year 6 gave Vivienne the
chance to start her Senior School years
with a spur of motivation and commitment.
Vivienne admits she was in a bit of shock
and not expecting it when she was awarded
the Scholarship, but she was excited. “It
was a nice surprise; I was proud of my
achievements and being acknowledged for
my abilities. It was also a good time, coming
into Year 7 and joining the Year 7 cohort.”
Students receive a great education at
CGGS and students like Vivienne build
long friendships and memories, all while
achieving their academic goals. Vivienne
not only thrived in her academic pursuits,
but empowered herself through co-curricular
activities.
“Co-curricular activities provided me with
the opportunity to be included. I gained
a diversified skill set including time
management and juggling different tasks.
CGGS gave me a well-rounded experience.
Being able to juggle many things at once
remains valuable,” she says.

After graduating from CGGS, Vivienne
received her Bachelor of Commerce from
the University of Melbourne and made
the Deans Honours list 3 years in a row;
indicative of her love of studying.
Vivienne is now an Associate at Flagstaff
Partners, an investment banking
corporation, and her role involves finance
modelling and financial strategy. She
is thriving in an industry that is usually
dominated by men.
In 2012, Vivienne was given the opportunity
to travel to New York and compete at an
international financial modelling competition
against competitors from around the world.
Vivienne succeeded in making the top 16,
the only woman in the finals.
Picture Below
“The competition involved a lot of Excelbased work and case studies under time
pressures. In this type of work, you work in
isolation so it’s good to see how your skills
compare. I was not expecting to make the
finals so I was pretty happy with the result
and the outcome was great. Overall, it was
a worthwhile experience.”
“I loved being involved in as many
opportunities at CGGS as possible. It made
me the well-rounded person I am now. The
Scholarship was a fantastic opportunity,
and I’m grateful that my education at CGGS
helped me become who I am. It was a
big encouragement to work hard and
maintain focus.”
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OGA
News...
Message from the President

2014 is off to an exciting and colourful start

We are looking forward to a busy year.

A belated Happy New Year from the OGA

with the OGA participating at the Family

The Reunion Calendar is already in full

Committee. It is hard to believe that

Fair and Open Day with a Fairy Floss and

swing, the Mentoring Breakfasts have

Autumn is upon us. As they say - time

Popcorn Stand. We had such a wonderful

commenced, and the Careers Night

flies when you’re having fun!

day and ended up selling out of all of our

Program will also continue with the support

I am delighted to welcome new committee

items. Thank you to everyone who attended

of our alumnae. As always, in October we

and supported our stand.

shall host the annual Catering Committee

members Carolyn Olsen (1995), Elisabeth
Sandbach (2012), Grace Tennant (2012),
Jessica Dawson-Field (2007) and Natalie

Afternoon Tea under the exciting new name

On this day, Life Governor Roma

‘Sapphire Circle Afternoon Tea’.

Drummond oam (1941) cut the ceremonial

Reunions

We thank all of the past students who have

this year with an excited group of ladies

and we hope that you all enjoyed your

The Reunion Calendar started on a high
from the Class of 2004 celebrating

a decade gone by, at a Twinkling Tin
Anniversary party.
Quite literally, a circle of friends, the former
classmates, assembled in a ring of chairs

If you would like to learn more about the

each update the group of their life beyond

Café open, and the OGA hosted a lovely

OGA Committee and upcoming initiatives, I

the CGGS gates.

Afternoon Tea for our alumnae to celebrate.

invite you to join us at one of our meetings.

of CGGS.

Everyone enjoyed the afternoon and it was

It is the committee’s aim that we continue

There have been some changes to our

lovely to spend time together as ‘old girls’.

to grow and represent as many decades

The feeling of warmth and love for our

of the School that we can, so please do

School was palpable.

come along.

Thank you to the OGA Committee Members

Until the next edition, keep warm and dry

Amy Hall, Carolyn Olsen, Yvonne Mah,

over Winter and make sure you indulge in

Lis Sandbach and Grace Tennant who

as many hot chocolates as you can!

our committee is now further representing
the various decades of past students

office bearers this year. Yvonne Mah (1988)
has been elected as co-treasurer with Amy
Hall (2001). Congratulations Yvonne on
your appointment! We also farewell long
standing committee member Katherine
Alex (1986). On behalf of the OGA, I would
like to acknowledge and thank Kath for
her service as a former President, Vice
President and General Committee Member.

all assisted on the day, and to Barbara

With best wishes,

Richmond (1962), Josephine Atkinson
(1970) and Ann Ballard (1960) who

Cara Davey
President

volunteered in the Archive Museum.

Kath initiated and supported many key

01

OGA activities, without a doubt her biggest
and most successful project being the



02

15 Year Crystal Anniversary and our newest

Elizabeth Tulloh, Pamela Lavery

place throughout the year:

(nee Squire), Judy Nixon and Linda

–

and a lovely night was had by all, with

–

–

the first year of kindergarten, and attending

lots of chatter and catching up.

05, 06

Class of 1979

Coral Coast - 35 Year Reunion		
Class of 2013

Paper Lantern - 1 Year Reunion

Thursday 9 October
–

Class of 2009

Into the Woods - 5 Year Reunion
Friday 14 November

to avoid sport, and climbing the ‘Climbing

happy times, making lifelong friends from

Opulent Pearl - 30 Year Reunion

Saturday 30 August

prior about hiding behind the craft house

many fond memories shared of fun and

Weatherson coordinated the evening,

Class of 1984

Saturday 30 August

Class of 1964 - 50 Year Reunion.

Tree’ (our iconic Fig Tree). There was also

celebrated their 40 Year Reunion at the

The following Reunions are set to take

members of Glittering Gold Status, the
Cheeky stories were shared from 50 years

On Friday 22 November, the Class of 1973,
North Fitzroy Star.

The month of March was host to two
reunions, including the Class of 1999 -

Class of 1973 - 40 Year Reunion

return to CGGS.

to share stories of school memories, and

ribbon, to officially declare the Figtree

Livaditis (2002). With these new members,

attended their reunions already this year

–

Class of 1974

Ruby Slipper - 40 Year Reunion
Saturday 15 November

a wonderful caring school with dedicated
teachers.

03, 04

launch of the CGGS Cookbook. We wish
Kath all the very best for the future.

01

02

03

04
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Our Leading Ladies
have a new name …

CamWomen Newsletter
The first edition of CamWomen, an

electronic newsletter for former students

On Friday 14 March, the Members of

was released in late December, and we

the OGA Catering Committee discussed

introducing a name, that they will always
be known as. After many ideas were

discussed, it was unanimously decided that
‘Sapphire Circle’ was most appropriate.

are excited to report that the feedback has
been nothing but positive. This publication
further provides another way for alumane
to remain connected to CGGS. The second
edition was released in April.

The name Sapphire Circle represents
a strong sense of spirit, goodwill and

If you did not receive this e-Newsletter,

fellowship that exists between the ladies

you can update your details via the

of this group.

School’s website www.camberwellgirls.net/
foundation or by contacting Rachel Bugden

The Sapphire Circle acknowledges women

in the Foundation Office.

celebrating a minimum of 35 years out of

Mentoring

Juggling life with two sets of twins and

have enjoyed the first of a series of

Renee was the epitome of achieving

throughout 2014.

and Sharon shared their wealth of

Former classmates Yvonne Mah and

education industries.

CGGS. Michelle has joined the Junior

We would like to extend our thanks to

gives us an insight into her life.

A fresh group of Year 10 students

full time employment as an Obstetrician,

Mentoring Breakfasts set to take place

anything you set your mind too. Yvonne

Sharon Lierse (1988) joined forces
with Renee Wong (1994) on the March
Mentoring Panel.
A mentor is ‘an experienced adviser and
supporter’ and students were able to hear
from these 3 former students who shared
their journey since leaving CGGS. They

experience, in the chemical and

these women for donating their time for

Welcome Back to CGGS

What has changed since leaving CGGS?

MICHELLE WONG

technology... I feel a little bit lost when

We were delighted to welcome former
student Michelle Wong (2003) back to

School staff as Year 2 teacher. Below she

such a beneficial program for the girls.

What have you been doing since you

We look forward to the additional

I completed a Bachelor of Arts at

breakfast which will be held throughout
the year.

08, 09

left CGGS?

Melbourne University majoring in Chinese
and History and spent a semester on

spoke about their experiences at school,

exchange at Tsinghua University, Beijing

their career paths and life challenges.

where I improved my Chinese language

of 1980 will gain membership to the

They gave insights into career areas as

skills. Upon graduating, I worked for

Sapphire Circle.

varied as medicine, education and science,

the Department of Education in the

and they offered tips about moving into the

Indigenous Employment Branch and also

VCE program. In true CGGS style, they

did some research for a private consulting

encouraged our girls to make the most of

company. I also spent time volunteering

every opportunity available to them.

with special needs children, and this made

Email: dev-sec@camgirls.vic.edu.au

school. For example, in 2015, the Class

We would like to extend an invitation to any
alumnae who have graduated beyond 35
years to join the 2014 Sapphire Circle High
Tea on Saturday 18 October at 2.00pm.

The Mentoring Breakfasts are designed to

Please save the date. Formal Invitations
will be posted in early September.

make students aware of the way in which

07

career paths can differ for each individual
and to inform them of the wide variety of
opportunities that are available.

me realise that I loved interacting with
and helping children. As a result, I went

Buildings... teachers... subjects...

I visit the Senior School, however, even
though there are new buildings and
teachers, I still feel the same sense of
warmth and belonging that I experienced
as a student. Technology is also used
a lot more in the classroom from when I
was a student. I have a strong passion
in using Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) to engage students in
their learning, and I will maximise the use of
this tool with my Year 2s all year.
Were there any teachers that inspired
your teaching style?

All of the teachers who taught me have
influenced me in one way or another. They
were always full of enthusiasm, energy and
encouragement. CGGS was a very safe
environment to learn in and I was always
engaged. These are the same values that I
hold as a teacher.

10

back to university to complete a Masters of
Teaching (Primary) at Melbourne University.
What is it like working at your
former school?

It is very exciting. I really want my students
to feel as positive about learning as my
teachers at CGGS made me feel.
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Inspirational
Women
REBECCA WONG
After graduating from CGGS in 2004,
Rebecca completed a Bachelor of
Medicine/Bachelor of Surgery, as well
as a Bachelor of Medical Science with
Honours from Monash University.
An internship at the Alfred Hospital was
followed by a one year surgical residency
at St Vincent’s Hospital, and whilst
studying, Rebecca was part of 3 medical
missions to India, Thailand and Papua
New Guinea.
She says that it was her education at
CGGS that helped her towards achieving
her medical degree and passion for
community development.
“During my VCE years, I felt a divine calling
to be a missionary doctor, and to use my
career in the developing world to help the
disadvantaged,” she says.

“I felt the need to help the South Sudanese
who were being persecuted due to their
religious beliefs,” Rebecca said.
Her work was solely obstetrics and
paediatric based and included antenatal
care, deliveries, caesarean sections,
malaria, typhoid fever and severe
malnutrition cases.
Rebecca intends to return to Sudan later
this year before commencing a Masters
in Public Health programme in the United
States. In 2015, Rebecca will begin her
specialty training in Australia.
Whilst working at His House of Hope,
Rebecca maintained a blog - ‘Chronicles
of my time in South Sudan’. To read more
about the day to day life of a missionary
doctor - the highs and the lows, visit www.rebecca7w.blogspot.com.au
11, 12, 13

Rebecca spent most of 2013 volunteering
at His House of Hope, a women and
children’s missionary hospital in Yei, South
Sudan. Having followed the country
with interest, it was an easy decision for
Rebecca to spend her time volunteering
in Sudan.

11

13

ELISABETH SANDBACH

Through VGen I heard about Global

This aspect of my school experience is

While leaving school is an inevitable

One, which organises trips to countries

ongoing and very much shared with others

adjustment, the skills and experiences that

for Australians to observe World Vision’s

from my year. Throughout 2013, friend and

CGGS provided me with have certainly

development and aid projects in action. I

fellow classmate Louisa Janssen and I

equipped me to make a smooth and

travelled to Cambodia with Global One

enjoyed working with a group of Sudanese

enjoyable transition to life beyond school.

in January, which was a memorable and

children of refugees in a homework club.

Together with many past graduates we

transformative experience. The purpose

Recently I participated in a Very Special

appreciate and benefit from Camberwell’s

of the trip was to educate participants

Kids Camp at Lord Somers where another

lifelong values and foundations.

and raise awareness so that we are better

former classmate Cassandra McEwen was

Amidst all the free sausage sizzles,
the smorgasbord of extra curricular
opportunities available to university
students is bamboozling! There are over
200 clubs and societies at Monash, there
truly is something for everyone.

placed to advocate within Australia.

volunteering as the Director of Activities.

While witnessing the poverty was very

The continuing support of CGGS assisted

confronting at times, the community spirit

in my selection for Monash’s Ancora

and happiness of the people put everything

Imparo student leadership program.

into perspective. Our experience was

This is available to 40 first year students

authentic because we were welcomed

selected across faculties and campuses at

Through campus clubs, I have really
enjoyed pursuing some of my interests
developed at school; including debating,
a mixed social netball team, and a social
justice commitment with VGen (Vision
Generation). VGen is the national youth
movement of World Vision, which is
committed to trying to eradicate extreme
poverty and raise awareness about other
issues of social injustice. Working with likeminded people to bring about a positive
change was a highlight of my first year at
university and offered a welcome relief
from study.

into locals’ homes enabling us to better

Monash, and aims to develop confidence

understand the lifestyles and everyday

and leadership skills, develop networks,

challenges that Cambodians face. Seeing

increase self- understanding, encourage

World Vision’s work in action and much

creative thinking and foster a sense of

exposure to other very positive NGOs was

idealism. We returned from a 3 day

both reassuring and inspirational, and the

residential program in February where

friendships forged on the trip will be

we were inspired by guest speakers and

life-long.

also where we examined some of the

After graduating from Camberwell in
2012, former School Captain Elisabeth
Sandbach commenced a Bachelor of
Arts/Law at Monash University. Here, she
shares with us her experiences of university
and life after CGGS...

The CGGS environment nurtures a concern
for others through the well established
social justice program. Serving others is
an integral part of the School’s ethos that
is reflected in our motto, and evident in the
generosity of the whole School community.

14



key concepts surrounding leadership in
workshops. Throughout this year, we will
attend 8 forums, which will further facilitate
our learning from past and present leaders.
We will also work in syndicate groups to
present a topic of our choice.

14
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Doing their bit for Cancer

“Over the years we have seen friends lose

Inaugural Weekend to End Women’s

many more who are undergoing some

Cancer Centre was held. Participants

wide net and it means so much to us to be

and walk 60km across the weekend. Led

of a future where treatments are kinder

Across the first weekend in March, the

mothers to cancer and currently know

Cancer, benefiting the Peter Mac Callum

form of cancer treatment. Cancer casts a

had to raise a minimum of $2,000 each

able to give something back in the hope

by Kelly Sullivan (nee Royans) , a group of
former students including Erin Parker (nee
Lambert), Lisa Hughes, Andrea Smith (nee
May) all from the Class of 1998, along with
Carly Lambert (1996), formed part of a
team that raised an astonishing $60,000.
Kelly was also awarded the top individual
fundraiser for the weekend, raising
over $25,000. Kelly and the team were
absolutely humbled by the generosity of so
many of their family and friends.

General
News...

Wendy Rainbird (nee Westcott: 1959)

genetic predisposition of the BRACA1/2
gene is better understood and preventative
measures more available,” she says.
The team will walk again in 2015 and
urges any former students to join them.

Bec Mahoney (Brown: 2003)

Corbell who launched the book.

ENGAGEMENTS
& MARRIAGES

Wendy was the lead editor and a writer,

Alisha married Andrew Boot on

volunteer Landcare in the ACT. Wendy
is pictured with the ACT Minister for

Associate at North Law, a firm in Brisbane.

of a team of 3 who worked on the book

She practices mainly in Family Law but also

‘A Labour of Love: Celebrating Landcare

covers minor crime and Wills and Estates.

in the ACT’. The book acknowledges
the Burley Griffin’s winning design for

Phillipa Martin-Dineen (nee Martin: 1987)

For more information, please visit:

Australia’s National Capital to be a capital

Phillipa, an internationally published

www.facebook.com/FightingItTogether

within the landscape, so the mountains,

author, has just launched a new creative

Kelly Sullivan

writing venture, delivering courses at the

Erin Parker

year she will be running 2 week-long

Email: kellm.sull@gmail.com or 0403014663

hills and ridges form a natural landscape.
Subsequently, the city’s planners kept those

Abbotsford Convent in Melbourne. This

areas as natural areas, which became
Nature Parks and Reserves, and which

master classes in May and September,

Email: info@fittofunction.com.au

create a beautiful setting for the city. Those

as well as a course designed to coincide

15

places are enjoyed a lot by local people

with NaNoWriMo (National Novel Writing

and visitors for recreation. Teams of

Month) in November. More information can

volunteers have worked in the Nature Parks

be found in the ‘about’ section of Phillipa’s

and Reserves to conserve and restore the

website www.pdmartin.com.au.

natural values, over many years, and have
put in tens of thousands of hours of work.

Sarah Nockles (2002)

16

Sarah has just been made the Wellness
Director at Santosa Wellness Centre in

Naomi Tesdorpf (2008)

Phuket, Thailand. Set into the hills of

Naomi took a gap year after school and

Kata, surrounded by the jungle, with

as the dream working environment.

20

Bec married Josh Mahoney in 2013 at the

Alishia Burch (2005)

Saladin Lodge in Narbethong, Victoria.

30 November 2013.

Phillipa Robinson, Natasha Cecic and

17

Nicola Duncan (2005)

Former Student and OGA Committee
Member, Nikki Duncan is currently residing
and teaching in Singapore and is delighted
to announce her recent engagement to
Simon Davidson.
Nikki and Simon are to be married in
December this year. We wish Nikki all the
best with her wedding preparations and
look forward to seeing some photographs
of the big day.

Melanie Smith. Josh and Bec moved
to Nashville, Tennessee, USA in early
February. Josh was relocated by his
employer, travel guide company,
Lonely Planet.

21

VALE

Judith Locke (nee Knowles: 1969)

Judith began her CGGS days at Ormiston
and completed Year 12 in 1969. She was
a much loved and respected member of
the class and by all who came in contact

Kate Flint (nee Hall: 1988)

Kate married Kelvey Flint on September
17 2013 in Bali and there was a healthy
contingent of CGGS alumnae in attendance
including Amy Hall, Jess Walsh, Suzanne
Bell and Sadie Hall.

Classmates in attendance included

18

with her. Judith travelled the world prior to
completing a number of higher education
qualifications which lead her to becoming
a registered clinical psychologist.
Judith married Stuart Locke and they have
two sons, Chad and Ryan.
Judith continued to provide psychological

completed a Bachelor of Health Science

December 2013 at the National Gallery

organisations until her final hospitalisation.

and Master Of Occupational Therapy

of Victoria.

camp in Pennsylvania, USA. She then

beautiful destination which Sarah describes

bridesmaid.

Renee Frantzeskos (nee Laricchia: 2002)

worked as a camp counsellor at a summer

expansive views of the ocean, Santosa is a

2013 at the Sandbar Cafe in Middle Park.
Diandra’s sister Alexa Haddow (2009) was

taken at the launch of a book celebrating

Catherine was recently promoted to Senior

Tossel born 13 September 2013 - a brother
to Murray.

Centenary year, 2013. The photo was

Catherine Hope (nee Stewart: 1980)

Diandra Haddow (Jones: 2004)

Diandra married Sam Haddow on March 30

Environment and Sustainability, Mr Simon

but more effective, detection is earlier,

BIRTHS

Jane Wilcock (1988) A son Ewan William

Wendy has provided a photo of Canberra’s

Practice at LaTrobe University, graduating
in 2013.

Renee married Con Frantzeskos in
19

assistance to individuals, groups and
She will be sadly missed by all.
Margaret Jolly (nee Bunbury: 1944)

Margaret Jolly (nee Bunbury) passed away
peacefully on September 17 2013 at Vasey
RSL, aged nearly 86 years old.

15
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Thank Y u...
We wish to thank the following members of the
CGGS community who made donations to the 2013
Annual Giving Appeal, Scholarship and Building
Funds and the Parents’ Association Contribution.
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Mr K & Ms H Adil

Mr K Chow & Ms M Zhou

Mr & Mrs D Andrianopoulos

Mr M Chu & Mrs T Tran

Mr & Mrs Arceri

Mr Y Chu & Ms L Zhu

Mr & Mrs S Atalalis

Mr K Chua & Ms M Hii

Mr & Mrs S Au

Prof A & Mrs J Ciro

Assoc Prof P Baird & Dr A Hogg

Miss A J Close

Mr & Mrs U Balla

Mr J & Mrs A Columbine

Mr & Mrs S Banitsiotis

Rev & Mrs T Corney

Mr N Bennett & Ms W Ooi

Mr S Cowell & Dr F Cowell

Mr & Mrs T Bessemer

Mrs C Curnow

Mr & Mrs R Bird

Ms F Curnow

Mr & Mrs A Bishop

Mr & Mrs A Dadalias

Mr & Mrs D Black

Mr & Mrs C Dance

Dr J Bokas & Dr M Karas

Mr K Dang & Ms T Nguyen

Mrs Judith Bollini

Mr M Daw & Ms J Leake

Beverley Boyunegmez

Ms C Dawe

Mr & Mrs S Brady

Mr S & Mrs O De Silva

Mr S Bray & Ms M Kossen

Leonie Deany

Dr M Brown & Ms N Straznicky

Dr D & Mrs S Derbogosijan

Mr & Mrs J Brunacci

Mr & Mrs D Dickinson

Mrs L Brunt

Mr X Ding & Ms Q Gu

Mr & Mrs S Burrows

Mr G Dong & Ms J Hou

Mr Peter Cahill

Mr J & Mrs O Doumakis

Mr & Mrs M Caldwell

Mr & Mrs J Downes

Mr D Howard & Ms S Campbell

Mr R Drew

Mr & Mrs A Cant

Mrs R Drummond

Mr Y Cao & Ms M Tang

Mr K Du & Ms Z Yuan

Mr Z Cao & Ms L Liu

Mr S Duan & Dr H Xu

Mr L Cao & Ms J Hu

Ms N A Dundon

Mrs V L Cath

Mr & Mrs M Duster

Mr & Mrs A Chadwick

Miss V Dyke

Ms T Chan

Mr & Mrs R Ellingworth

Mr & Mrs K Cheang

Mr & Mrs M Elliott

Mr B Chen & Ms P Xu

Ms E Ennis

Mr C Chen & Ms X Gong

Mr & Mrs Feehan

Mr S Chen & Ms M Su

Mr & Mrs P Feng

Dr H & Mrs C Cheng

Mr B & Mrs T Fennell

Mr J Cheng & Mrs S Ke

Mr & Mrs J Flynn

Mr B Cheong & Ms J Goh

Mrs HJ Galloway

Mr & Mrs R Chessari

Mr H Gao & Ms X Wang

Mr & Mrs E Cheung

Ms Helen Gaudin

Mr & Mrs A Chia

Dr P Goh

Dr D Chiu & Ms A Chan

Drs R A & A Goodrich

Mr E S Choo & Ms H B Kuah

Dr V Goonewardene &
Dr R Thiyagarajan

oam

Mr & Mrs M Goss

Mr & Mrs J Knorr

Mr & Mrs R Main

Mr Y Quan & Ms J Chen

Mr K Tak & Mrs Y Park

Mr J Wu & Ms Y Li

Mr & Mrs D Gray

Mr J Ko & Ms C Weng

Dr S L Mak & Ms A C Kang

Mr & Mrs J Rae

Ms T Takolander

Mr R Wu & Ms H You

Ms G Gregory

Mr A Kuo & Ms K Cheong

Mr W & Mrs T Malic

Mr M Rahgozar & Ms A Asgari

Ms A Tan

Mr W Wu & Ms F Xie

Mr & Mrs S Grimley

Mr & Mrs B Lacy

Mr & Mrs S Mapa

Jeremiah Rajakulendran

Mr D Tang & Ms S Li

Mr W Wu & Ms L Qu

Mrs J Grissock

Mr & Mrs Lai

Dr A Marc & Ms C Keeler

Mr & Mrs A Ramamurthy

Mr T Tang & Ms C Gu

Mr J Xiao & Mrs L Zheng

Ms Margaret Grummet

Mr L Lam & Ms T Ly

Mr & Mrs L Martini

Mr & Mrs J Ramasamy

Mr T Tang & Ms W Liang

Mr M Xie & Ms J Situ

Mr Q Gu & Ms Y Yang

Mr & Mrs M Lammardo

Drs S & J Mason

Ms R Raschella

Mr & Mrs S Tano

Mr & Mrs K Xu

Dr M & Mrs A Guerrieri

Mr & Mrs M Langhammer

Mrs M McDonald

Mr & Mrs M Raszewski

Dr W Teoh & Dr C Ang

Mr Q Xu & Mrs L Shen

Mr & Mrs J Guo

Mr & Mrs D Lau

Mr & Mrs R McEwen

Mr A Rawson & Dr H Rawson

Mr & Mrs Q Thai

Mr T Xu & Ms X Wang

Mr X Guo & Ms C Tian

Mr F Lau & Ms S Lim

Mr P Meng & Ms B Shun

Mrs E Rawson

Mr & Mrs R Tien

Mr X Xu & Mrs L Liu

Ms D Guo

Mr & Mrs P Lawrie

Dr & Mrs R Merigan

Mr & Mrs E Reedman

Mr & Mrs T Tiglias

Mr X Xue & Ms M Wan

Mr & Mrs W Ha

Mr B Leaver & Ms J Harrison

Mr F Mollica & Ms S McGuire

Miss B A Richmond

Mr & Mrs I Tiong

Mr Z Yang & Mrs N Yu

Mr & Mrs W Hailey

Mr Alister Lee

Mr K Moran & Dr G McKay

Mr Y Rong & Ms J Li

Mr E S Tjangdjaja

Mr V Yao & Ms L Wong

Mr J & Mrs L Hall

Mr L & Mrs Y Lee

Dr & Mrs T Moussa

Mr J Roskam & Ms P McKay

Mrs Anita Tolley

Mr E Yeo & Ms K Oon

Ms J Hall

Mr & Mrs P Lemanis

Mr & Mrs R Munday

Mr & Mrs T Sakell

Dr R & Mrs J Tong

Mr T Yi & Mrs J Yang

Ms Olive Hammond

Elaine Letho

Dr N & Mrs P Nadarajah

Mr & Mrs Salaoutis

Dr S and Dr C Tong

Mr M-K Yip & Dr D Chiu

Mrs Judy Hardie

Mr F Li & Ms Y Chen

Mr G Marks & Ms K Nagle

Mr & Mrs A Sandbach

Mr G Toyn & Dr N Fowler

Mr J F You & Ms L X Li

Ms G Harding

Mr & Mrs G Li

Mr C & Mrs K Navaratne

Mr P Sanfilippo & Dr R Troutbeck

Mr & Mrs C Trang

Jannis Young

Sam & Sarsha Harding

Mr D Li & Ms X Shen

Mr & Mrs D Nekker

Mr & Mrs C Schumann

Dr A Trichardt & Dr J Cilliers

Mr J Yu & Ms J Yuan

Mr & Mrs N Harker

Mr H Li & Ms W Zhou

Ms V Nemec

Mr X Yu & Ms Y Zhang

Mr J Li & Ms J Su

Mr J Nemtsas & Ms M Alderton

Mr S Selvaratnam &
Dr A Mandaleson

Ms P Tsoi

Ms Y Harrison

Mr D Tu & Ms R Koh

Mr L Yuan & Ms Y Ma

Mrs Beth Higgs

Mr J Li & Ms Q Kang

Mr & Mrs Newnham

Mr S Tucker & Prof E Manias

Mr K Yuen & Ms Y Lee

Mrs J Hillard

Mr Michael Li & Ms Lucy Xu

Mr G Ng & Ms D Lee

Mr & Mrs P Turos

Ms M Zhang

Mr W Hinh & Ms H Lam

Mr Q Li & Ms J Zhang

Ms T Nguyen

Mr & Mrs J Vaghani

Mr Q Zhang & Ms J Chen

Mr Y Ho & Ms M Liu

Mr X Li & Ms W Tan

Mr & Mrs B Nguyen

Mr & Dr S Vanin

Mr J Zhang & Mrs J Su

Mrs S Hodges

Dr W K Lim & Dr C Johnson

Mr T Nguyen & Mrs K Truong

Mr & Mrs G Vassos

Mr B Zhang & Ms K Wu

Dr S Hookey

Mr G Lin & Ms X Yang

Mr V Nguyen & Ms H Le

Dr T & Mrs R Verghese

Dr H Zhang & Ms X Jiang

Mrs P Hore

Mr X Lin & Ms H Zhao

Dr K Nguyen & Ms T Truong

Mr & Mrs J Vesely

Mr C Zhang & Ms W Jiang

Mr & Mrs C Horman

Mr L Lin & Mrs M Liu

Mr L Ni & Ms C Guan

Dr M Wada & Ms W Miller-Wada

Mr J Zhang & Mrs W Wang

Mr E & Mrs A Hu

Mr & Mrs D Ling

Mr L Nielsen & Dr J O'Brien

Mr & Mrs J Waite

Mr K Zhang & Mrs Y Sun

Dr E Hu & Ms H Zhu

Ms E Lionnet-Swaan

Mr Y Niu & Ms Y Li

Mr & Mrs J Waldron

Mr M Zhang & Ms Q Hu

Mr S M Huang & Ms H P Yang

Mr J Liu & Mrs Y Wang

Mrs J D Oatway

Mr & Mrs L Walker

Ms L Zhang

Mr Y Huang & Dr Q Li

Mr X & Mrs H Liu

Mr & Mrs R Ong

Miss L Wall

Mr X Zhang & Ms H Hong

Mr P Hutchinson & Ms Sakai

Mr X Liu & Ms F Huang

Cecilie Osborne

Mr F Wan & Ms Z Liu

Mr D Zhang & Mrs A Liu

Mr A & Dr J Hynson

Mr J Liu & Mrs W Zhong

Dr N Padmanathan & Ms S Paul

Dr L Wan & Mrs X Yue

Mr Y Zhang & Ms J Y Xia

Dr & Mrs M Ibrahim

Mr M Louey & Ms A Wong

Mr & Mrs S Page

Dr W Wang & Miss Y Zhang

Mr X Zhang & Ms W Huangfu

Dr J Ibrahim

Mrs Grace Lovell

Mr & Mrs D Parfuss

Dr Y & Dr V Wang

Mr A Zhao & Mrs E Zhuang

Dr Irene Irvine

Mr J Lu & Ms H Xu

Ms A Paterson

Mr & Mrs M Q Wang

Mr X Zheng & Ms X Liu

Prof J & Mrs S Jackson

Mr X Lu & Ms X Zhou

Dr & Mrs C Pearson

Mr Q Wang & Ms F Hu

Mr G Zheng & Ms J Sun

Mrs P Jaensch

Mr Z Lu & Ms Z Bao

Mr & Mrs D Perera

Mr X Wang & Ms L Gong

Mr N Zhou & Dr L Zou

Mr G Jamieson & Ms K Ellis

Ms S Y Lu

Ms N Peters

Mr H Wang & Ms Y Liang

Mr G Zhu & Ms Y Sang

Mr Y Jiang & Mrs Y Deng

Mr J Lu & Ms J Zhang

Mr T Petousis & Ms V Zigante

Mr & Mrs A Warhurst

Mr W Z Zhuang & Ms C C Yang

Mr L Jin & Mrs S Zhang

Ms W Lundgaard & Mr V Conserva

Mr & Mrs C Petrakis

Mrs L Warren

Mr X & Mrs Q Zhuang

Mr Y Jin & Ms P Li

Mr P Luo & Ms J Lin

Mr D Petrie & Ms J O'Connell-Petrie

Mrs Christine Johns

Mr & Mrs A Lysikatos

Mr Phang & Ms Hong

Mr W Jones & Dr J Williams

Mr D Ma & Mrs H Huang

Mr & Mrs I Pizzey

Mr & Mrs M Karamitos

Mr Z Ma & Mrs Y Liu

Mr & Mrs S Polites

Ms T Keene

Ms M Macdougall

Mr K Poon & Miss H-T Lang

Mrs Kennedy

Mrs G Mackay

Dr & Mrs A Poon

Mr T Kim & Ms H Ha

Mr S Mackay & Ms J Wan

Ms H M Powell

Ms L Kisler

Ms J Macquet

Mr & Mrs I Poyser

Mr & Mrs R Kitchingman

Mr & Mrs T Madden

Mr & Mrs A Price
Mr Y Qiu & Mrs R Liu

Mr & Mrs S Sengupta
Mr & Mrs S Senior
Mr M & Mrs C Sevo
Mr Z Shen & Ms X Pei
Mr N Shen & Ms H Dai
Mr & Mrs L Sherrin
Mr & Mrs B Sideris
Mr A Sieber
Mr N Simpson & Ms M Coulombe
Mr H Singh & Ms A Kaur
Mr & Mrs C Singh
Miss P Singleton
Dr R Sinnappu & Dr D Sandhu
Roslyn Smallwood
Mr & Mrs D Smith
Mr & Mrs N Smythe
Mr & Mrs P Sobels
Mr W Soh & Ms L Wong
Mr & Mrs S Soo
Mr & Mrs T Spiridonos
Jennifer Strachan
A Prof Stuckey & Dr E Hendrich
Mr & Mrs V Sturm
Mr & Mrs C P Sturzaker
Mr F Su & Ms H Cai
Mr G Su & Mrs H Tan
Mr H Su & Ms L Zhang
Mr Y Sun & Ms Y Zhong
Ms W Sun
David Sutton
Miss B Sutton*
Mr K Sze & Mrs N Ni

Please Note: This list is in alphabetical order by surname.

Drs S & R Warrier
Ms J Watson

* Deceased.



Dr & Mrs A Weerasiri
Mr P Wen & Mrs Y Xiao
Mr & Mrs R Willis
Mr & Mrs W Wong
Rev L Wong & Ms K Wong
Mrs Jacqui Woodbridge
Mr Z Wu & Ms H Chen
Mr G Wu & Mrs Z Zhang
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An Engaging, Inspiring
& Empowering Staff
2013 Staff
The exemplary standards and reputation

During the year, we farewelled Mr O’Neill

of CGGS are the result of a cohesive,

who was promoted to Deputy Principal

of staff. The staff attendance rate of

Denniston who became the Head of

and commitment. The achievements of

Mr O’Neill was an outstanding member

Mrs Anne Feehan BA (MELB), B ED, M ED (MON), MACE MACEA

happy, intelligent and hardworking team

of Mentone Grammar School and Mr

98.63 is an indication of their dedication

eLearning at Melbourne Grammar School.

2013 are certainly theirs.

of the School’s Executive Team. His
administrative and teaching skills were

Deputy Vice Principal – Senior School

Teaching staff continued to build their

invaluable and his work in the area of

pedagogical repertoire and support each

professional development and leadership

Mr Jarrod O’Neill

other in their respective professional

training was outstanding. Mr Denniston

journeys. Professional Learning Teams

was an effective and personable Daily

focused on formative assessment,

Organiser and he made a first class

B APP SC (RMIT), DIP ED, MSL (MELB)

B ED, GRAD CERT ACCT

Deputy Head of Junior School

use of the new TV studio. All staff also

served the Administration team loyally. Mrs

Mr Paul Donohue

completed anaphylaxis training as required

Begum, Ms Dumsday, Mrs Galloway and

by State regulation. This was delivered by

Mrs Kranjcic were all out of the School on

our School Nurse, Mrs Rigopoulos.

maternity leave.

An enormous amount of planning went into

At the end of Term 4, we farewelled Year 2

establishing the Next Generation Learning

teacher Ms Marshall who moved to South

Program, which addresses the emerging

Africa, ESL teacher Mrs Man who moved

international Education 3.0 agenda. We

to the UK and Maths teachers Mr Kreibich

thank Mr Perkins for his tireless effort

who returned to St Margaret’s School.

and Dr Helen Rawson, who spoke to the

Mr Skidmore from the Maintenance team

staff about the use of technology in the

retired after many years of thoughtful and

education of Deakin University students.

skilled service. In addition Ms Carr, Mrs

Teaching & Administration Staff

da Cruz, Mrs Ritter and Ms de Jonge all

Ms Helena Abela

career drama teacher in the Rob

I thank all of the teaching, administration

Galbraith Awards.

and maintenance staff for their
extraordinary professionalism.



Miss Emma Hinchliffe

BA, DIP ED
B VIS ART, DIP ED

Mrs Pamela Chaikin-Badoer
Miss Justine Clancy

BA, DIP ED

B HLTH SC

Mrs Miriam Hoffman

B ED (PRIM) (HONS)
BA, DIP ED

Mrs Elizabeth Kettle
Miss Carena Khoo

BA, PCE

B MUS, DIP ED

BA, DIP ED

B DES, CERT IV HRM

Mrs Sheila Cooper

CERT ED

Mrs Shirley Cooper

Mrs Effie Kitsiris

DIP CHILDREN SERVICES
BA, BSW, DIP ED

B ED (SEC)

Mrs Lorraine Peterson

B SC, DIP ED

Mrs Roseanna Petticrew
BA (HONS), PGCE

Mrs Purnima Reddy

Mr Steven Davies B ED

Mrs Suzanne Lennie

B ED, DIP ED, M ED (PE), M ED (ED LD & ADMIN)

Miss Anjali de Quadros
Mrs Melanie dela Cruz

B ED (PRIM)
B CONS ECO, DIP ED

Ms Beth Sarlos
B SOC WK, B BEH SC, DIP ED PSYCH, DIP FAM THER

Ms Kate Savige B MUS ED

Ms Dianne Schiller

Mrs Karin Lemanis

B SC, DIP BUS (MKTG)

B COM, M TEACH, FIAA, CFA

B ARTS (HONS), DIP ED

Miss Catherine Daniel

Mrs Justine de Jonge

Mr Gavin Rogers

Mr Peter Lawrance
Ms Taren Lawrence

Ms Peipei Liu

B BUS ACC
MA, DIP ED
BA, DIP ED, B ED

DIP ED, M ED

Ms Giselle Lobo

B ENG (HONS) (ELEC), DIP ED

Mrs Debra Lowden

DIP ED EARLY CHILDHOOD, B APP SC

Mrs Lynette Shires
Mr Wayne Skidmore
Ms Sally Staddon
Ms Liza Stevens

BA, MA, DIP ED

BSC(HONS), BAPPSCI (HONS)

Mrs Jennifer Sui B Comp
Mrs Janne Symons

Mr Sam Denniston

BA, MIMS, DIP ED, MSL

Ms Danxue Lu

Ms Avril Vandersay

The Revd Helen Creed

Ms Anne Devenish

B ED (LIBRARIANSHIP)

B INTL BUS, M ED, DIP ED (PRIM), CERT III CHILDREN SERVICES

Ms Toni Vernon
Mrs Joan Vida

Mrs Trish Dolan

Mr Derek Luo

Business Manager

B B SC, GRAD DIP (EDU), GRAD DIP (VOC COUNS)

Mr Ian Lyell

Miss Penny Dumsday

Mrs Eleanor Macaro

Mr Michael Arceri

B BUS (ACC), MBA, ACA, CPA

Mrs Marion Ellis

B ED, DIP T (PRIM)

Mrs Maxine Ewens

BECE

Ms Angela Follacchio

Mrs Karen Anderson
Mrs Meg Anderson

B SC ED

B SC, DIP ED

Miss Ritsa Athanasiadis
Dr Amanda Jane Baird

B SC ED
B SC (HONS), DIP ED (SEC), D ENG

Mr Mark Barnett

CERT II BUS

Miss Emily Batty

BA, B ED (SEC)

Ms Lucy Begum

BA, MA, M ED

DIP T, B ED, M ED

BA, DIP ED (SEC)

Mr Rohan Mack
Ms Esther Man

B SCI (HONS) GRAD DIP (ED)

B MUS
BA, B ED (SEC)

Miss Cayli Marshall

B SCI (DISABILITY), B EDU

SC, DIP ENG, DIP ED

B SC, DIP ED

MA, DIP ED
B ED

Miss Laura Washington

BA, DIP ED (SEC)

Ms Sara Wasmer
Mrs Joanne Whiffin

B ED (PRIM)

Ms Meagan Wilson

B PHYSIO, DIP ED

Mrs Jacqueline Woodbridge

Mrs Hayley Galloway

Mr David Martin B APP SC PHYS, CERT ENG, CC&A

BA, DIP BUS, CERT SCH MKTG

DIP HRM, ADV DIP EM/HM, DIP APP DES

Mrs Jennifer Meachem B MUS ED

Miss Katherine Woolcock

Mrs Cathy Georgiev

Mr Robert Nicoll B SC (HONS), DIP T, M ED

Mrs Lin Zhang

Mr Chris Nicholls



Mrs Fiona Gibson
Miss Kate Giles

BA FA (HONS), ADV DIP EDIM, GRAD DIP ED (SEC), CERT III OUTDOOR ED

BA (HONS) / BSC, DIP ED

B SC & TECH, ME

DIP T (PRIM)
BA, DIP ED

School Chaplain

BA (HONS), DIP ED (MON), BD, M THEOL (COLL DIV)

B APP SC

PHD FRENCH, DIP ED

Mrs Heather Scarff

Mrs Glenda Bushell

BA (MELB), DIP T (PRIM), MACE

Dr Jo Rittey

B MUS ED

B ED, DIP ED

B ED

Mrs Lynne Gleeson
Mr Craig Goodwin

Miss Melissa Gossip

B ED

BA, DIP ED

Mr Tony Nicolson
Mrs Maria Nigro

BA, DIP ED

BA, DR THEOL, M ED

BA, B ED

BSC, DIP ED

Mr Stephen Cuddon

B BUS, CA, GIA(CERT)

B BUS MKTG/HRM

The Revd Dr Duncan Reid

Mr Andrew Kreibich

Head of Junior School

Mrs Karen Bartram

Association for her work as an early

Miss Jane Cameron

Mr Kim Perkins

Mr Peter Phillips

DIP ACC

Mrs Belinda Kranjcic

Genazzano as Finance Manager having

operational procedures.

Mr Stuart Hill

Mrs Erin Colwell

teaching. In Term 3, Mrs Hill moved to

mention from the Drama Teachers’

Mrs Genevieve Cain

B BUS ACC, DIP ED, CPA

Mrs Paula Kolivas

System, and a number of staff made good

with poise and skill and reviewed many

Mrs Renae Hill

Mr Mathew Clarkson

B SC ED (MELB)

Moodle, the School’s Learning Management

Ms Washington received an honourable

Mrs Russell Butcher

CERT IV ACC

Mrs Cathy Poyser

years outstanding service and exemplary

Mrs Colwell stepped into the HR role

Mrs Beth Higgs

B BUS

Mrs Ronette Clark

to transferring files to a new version of

an educator during 2013. In October,

Mrs Rachel Bugden

BC SE (HONS), DIP ED

Deputy Vice Principal – Pastoral Care

the Ormiston staff, retired in May after 21

School reaching maximum enrolments.

Mr Andrew Hester

BECS

Mrs Patricia Ritter

program. Great dedication was applied

Mr Nicoll celebrated his 50th year as

Mrs Kath Buckingham DIP T, B ED, DIP ED ADMIN

Ms Melissa Perham

Mrs Vicki Ibbott

Mrs Cooper, a much loved member of

continued to be exceptional, with the

Mrs Serena Hayes

B COM, DIP ED

and trialed for the new CHALLENGE

teachers. This is quite remarkable, as

Mrs Alice Broadbridge BA, DIP ED

Mrs Louise Carroll

Mr Mark Corrie

Mrs Woodbridge’s work in enrolments

B SC (HONS), DIP ED

Mrs Kathryn Rigopoulos

Management System.

as one of Australia’s outstanding Science

Mrs Helen Pappas

B SC, M ED

Mr Graham Humphrey

the teaching and learning policies were

the Commonwealth Government’s Award

Mr John Gowdie

BA, DIP ED (SEC)

Director of Teaching & Learning

Mrs Athanasiadis commenced maternity leave.

BA, B ED

Ms Merophie Carr

B SC (HONS), B ED (MELB)

contribution to the development of

organisations. Mr Nicoll was shortlisted for

B ENG, MBA, DIP ED

Mrs Kim Packham

Mrs Trena Jolly

ICT, in particular the Learning

completed leave replacement positions and

Ms Jane Bergamin

Mr Robert Gossip

Mrs Melissa Campbell

All curriculum documentation was updated,

Two staff were honoured by professional

B EC, DIP ED, G DIP SEC

Deputy Principal

classroom observation and peer coaching.

reviewed and a model was developed
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Principal

Mr Ian Bennett

DIP APP SCI

Mrs Kerry O’Callaghan
DIP PRIM ED, GRAD DIP ED STUDS

CERT III CHILD SERV, CERT III COMM SERV
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Farewell and Thank You
to Mrs Anne Feehan
Across the past 13 years, Mrs Anne
Feehan’s leadership of and contribution
to Camberwell Girls Grammar School has
been outstanding. It was with sadness,
that we farewelled Anne at the end of
Term One to commence retirement.
The magnitude of Anne’s achievements and
impact that she has had on this School are
truly extraordinary, and in honour of Anne,
we would like to take you on a historical
journey of her time with us.
2001
Anne is commissioned as the fifth Principal
of Camberwell Girls Grammar School.
Enrolments grow and the School achieves
a median ATAR score of 91.1. To top off
a fabulous year, the School’s year book,
The Marcian, is awarded ‘Best School
Magazine’.
2002
CGGS develops important international
and national links with with Nanyang
Girls’ School in Singapore, Shanghai No.3
Girls’ School in China and St Aidan’s Girls’
School in Brisbane. School enrolments
make a substantial jump, and once again
academic results are suburb with a median
ATAR score of 90.6.
2003
Anne demonstrates her talent for design by
working with Hayball Architects to develop
the School’s Master Plan, which ultimately,
transformed both campuses into what we
see today. Enrolments peak and ATAR
results are again strong, with a median
score of 90.7 and 13.2% of students
achieving a score of 99 or greater.
2004
In what has been a trademark of Anne’s
leadership, the School confirms its strong
stance and approach to social justice with
a visit from an organisation from Rwanda
– Ray of Hope. Anne’s mantra that “you
receive a great education to build a better
community” is genuinely demonstrated.
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2005
Development of the School Master Plan
expands as an opportunity presents to
relocate and rebuild the Junior School.
Anne is instrumental in securing the site
on Mont Albert Road and this acquisition
marks one of the School’s most significant
strategic achievements. Academic results
are strong with a stunning 18.1% of
students achieving a score of 99 or greater.
2006
The Junior School begins to rise out of the
ground on Mont Albert Road. Academic
results are in the best recorded for the
State, with the School achieving a median
ATAR of 92.45.
2007
CGGS unveils its new Junior Campus and
Anne’s ability to link her design flair to
contemporary education is demonstrated
when this building is awarded the ‘Best
Designed Primary School in the World’.
2008
Anne is pivotal in facilitating the
development of the first overseas social
justice trip to South Africa. On the ‘building’
front, focus turns to the Senior School
as three houses on Torrington Street are
demolished. Enrolments take another huge
leap forward and our median ATAR of
93.6 is elite.
2009
The School’s financial performance takes
a major step forward and the School is
now comparable with the best performing
schools in the country. This change
eliminates the debt position and opens the
door to fast track building developments.
The School achieves record breaking VCE
results with a median ATAR of 93.9.
2010
The School celebrates it 90th Birthday and
many celebrations are held throughout
the year including the renovation of
Robinson Hall, the launch of the School’s
first History Book and the Sapphire
Celebration Ball. The CGGS Foundation is
also established and is clear affirmation of
Anne’s long term vision and planning.

2011
The Foundation’s profile is developed
and Anne leads the way by inspiring the
first professional Art Show. Social justice
initiatives continue as a formal relationship
develops with an organisation in Chiang
Mai which results in the first student trip to
Thailand. The momentum of the building
program continues as renovations to the art
studios are finalised. A block of units and a
house come down on Burke Road to make
way for the new Middle School Building.
2012
Planning and construction of the Middle
School is finalised and the Woodstock
Building is officially opened by the Premier,
Mr Ted Baillieu. Planning of the new Sports
Field commences and initial conversations
take place around an exciting new
teaching and learning platform, inspired
by Education 3.0 principles.
2013
Anne leads a team on a visit to San Hose
in the USA. The objective of the trip is to
interrogate the virtues of an innovative
technology plan that would help to shape
21st century teaching at CGGS. Coupled
with this, CGGS becomes a CISCO
Exemplar School. The new Sports Field
and Sports Science Academy is nearing
completion and academic results are
strong with a median ATAR of 92.75.
2014
During Term One - Anne’s last Term at
CGGS, the Fig Tree Café and Sports Field
are officially opened, and all aspects of
the Next Generation Learning plan are
put into place.
Anne leaves CGGS with record enrolments,
a completed Master Plan, a 21st century
curriculum plan, great operating results,
and a powerful culture that is geared to
ongoing improvement and innovation.
Anne... we THANK YOU!
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Warm Welcome from
Our New Principal

Conclusion

I am immensely grateful to the School

particularly Mr Cant for enlarging the

also proud of our magnificent CGGS girls

an exciting future direction.

seriously. This ensured that we educate not

When I look back over my time as an

school does this as well.

My thanks to the School Council and

family for their support and warmth. I am

vision and enabling the School to set

who have taken the idea of social justice

educator, it is quite astonishing to think
about the speed and nature of change,
particularly with respect to the use of
technology and the socio economic role
of women. Australia is a lucky country,
and women, thankfully, have positive
futures that are only limited by their own
imagination and determination. CGGS sets
a magnificent foundation for young women
to be all that they are capable of becoming
and it has been a privilege to journey with
the School community in this endeavour.

just the head but the heart. No other girls’

It is an honour and a privilege to lead

In ‘Educating Tomorrow’s Woman’, I believe

The establishment of our Next Generation

Camberwell Girls Grammar School

we are educating for Global Citizenship.

Learning Program will certainly enable us

as the sixth Principal and to build

When you consider that our Foundation

to enhance our global connections and

upon the significant work of those

students will be graduating from Year 12

further develop opportunities for our girls to

preceding me.

in 2026 and from university in 2030 and

collaborate and communicate with students

beyond, it is very likely that the world in

and experts across the globe.

As we look ahead to prepare our students

which they will live, lead and work, will be

for their future, the values, traditions and

very different to that of today. Throughout

Our students are capably supported in their

My particular thanks to the class of 2013.

history of our School, still continue to shape

their working life, many of our students will

learning by an outstanding team of staff.

To have a group of young women who set

our learning community.

work in global teams and across different

They work collaboratively within and across

countries and cultures, and they will be

departments and engage in reflective

At CGGS, the valuing of excellence is

presented with significant opportunities

professional learning. This approach is

evident in our School culture; empowering

and challenges. It is important that we

instrumental in continuous improvement

The most worthwhile achievements occur

each girl to fulfill her potential in her

prepare them for their future, one of greater

and I look forward to enabling further

when an inspirational team works together.

academic pursuits, development of

interconnectivity where they will need to

professional learning opportunities for staff

I am indebted to Mrs Trena Jolly, Mr

moral character and as a member of a

develop the capacity to work with people

to engage and learn in this way.

Michael Arceri, Mrs Glenda Bushell, Mrs

community. We are preparing our students

who may live, work and think differently

Cathy Poyser, Mr Mank Corrie and Mr Paul

to be passionate learners, empathic

to them.

Donohue for their tireless work, creativity

leaders and catalysts for change in

and thoughtfulness. CGGS has been

the world.

the objective of kindness and love was
really a precious gift.

enriched by their selfless contributions and
it has been a privilege to work with them.

forward to meeting many members of the
Our global connections with communities
Germany and France are very valuable in

‘Utilis in Ministerium’, I felt an immediate

assisting our students to understand their

Finally, heartfelt thanks to my husband

connection with the School. As an

world and how they can be leaders

and family. I have been blessed by their

Anglican School, valuing quality education,

of change, both now and in the future.

support, patience and love.

academic excellence and a commitment

Anne Feehan

CGGS community.

and schools in China, Singapore, Thailand,
The first time that I read the CGGS motto,



Over the course of this year, I truly look

With warm wishes,



Debbie Dunwoody

to service, CGGS girls are expected to
contribute to the community in meaningful
ways. This parallels my own belief about
the importance of a holistic education in
developing the leaders that we need
in times of complex issues.
I once heard Rev Tim Costello, CEO of
World Vision state that ‘we had already
won the lottery in life’. We have shelter
over our heads, access to clean water and
good food, as well as the opportunity to
receive a great education… so much more
than the majority of the world’s citizens.
Understanding how to contribute back to
society in a way that helps to improve the
lives of others, is an important part of a
CGGS education.
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